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CRAWFORD, POWELL & ilONTGOMERY IN "LAST OF MRS. (RINEY" STARTS SUNDAY—BOBBY BREEN THURS. AT ORPHEUM THEATRE
F
ars—
V01,1•NIE FIVE.
- -
lton County News
Your I arm And Home Paper - Superior Coverage
"TETON, KENTUCKY. I io,1y, MARCH I. 19:t7 NI .a11111..lt LIGHT
YOUNG BLINESS !ii';'3111 COUNTY AGENT MOTES FULTON FARM BUREAU: CORP.ESPONDENCE 'Region,,,/ Bask( !ballTonrntii at .17 iirt-cq BUSHARTS WILL OPENNAMED itiGIS HEAD MEETS TUESDAY NIGHT HOSPITAL, CLINIC
LI !ICA Fail Jr., 1,1It• of
NA,Iing and 1)111;.1 Vt. bli41111..:,
named esitient it the
Fultim Country Club, at a meeting
held Tuesday 11, iittweo.
and formulate plans for tlw new
year. He succeeds G. Cl. Bard, who
served as president for the past
three years and refused to stand
for re-election. Other officers chos-
en were: Frank Beadles, vice-presi-
dent; Bud Davis, secretary-treasurer.
From the membership the follow-
ing Board of Directors was named.
G. G. Bard, Joe Browder, Joe Davis,
John Earle. R. H. White, Frank
Carr, Ernest Fall Jr., J. J. 11111
J. J. Hill. N'odie Hardin. Frank
igt Beadles, Hoyt Moore. L. '1'. Bugg.
L. 11. Weaks, Dr. M. W. Hawes. and
J. K Fall.
Ernest Fall Jr., the new presi-
dent, is a graduate td. fhe Univer-
sity of Kentucky, and is associi!ted
with & Fall of this coy, club
dues were set the same as last wa-
t.,:tal. except that groen fees were
increased on Saturday Sunday and
laAulays from 75c to 5oc.
- -
DADS HONORED TUESDAY
Tuesday night, March 9th. was
Dad': • Night at the Scalwe Hall
%Own the Parent-Teachers Assocho
lion entertained about one hundred
and fifty guests. At seven I.chwk
a delightful pot-luck supper was en-
joyed, each family having brought
a covered dish.
After the supper the evening was
spent informally. Mrs. Smith At-
kins was in charge of the program.
presenting the following.
Reading. "Waiting for the Circus."
by Joe Treas.
Chorus—cornp.,sed of six small
children directed by Miss Ruth
Fields.
Mrs Trevor 'Whayne presented the
following members of the Junior
Class in a play entitled, "Waiting
for the Bus ' Myrtle Bmkley. Dor-
othy Ann Pearce, Dorothy Morris.
Sara Powers, Katherine Homra.
Frances Price. Rosemary Ceniae, Re-
becca Boaz. Anita Gholson. Mary
Nell Damron, Joy Watts. Cora Bell
McKenzie. John Ray Allison, and
H. L. Hardy. Jr.
After this program games of bingo
were enjoyed for the remainder of
the evening. At the end of the games
several prizes were presented to the
high score's.
Drire Against Mad-l)ogs
All dogs in Fulton county, if al-
lowed to run at large, are required
to be licensed and muazled. This
ruling was made this week by the
County Health Department and the
county officials. Dogs not licensed
and muzzled should be tied up. Any
dog found roaming the streets and
highways without muzzles and li-
cense, will be killed.
Ownera of dogs were given until
noon March 11 to comply with the
ruling. The rapid increase in the
number of rabid dogs in this county
durirg the past few months has
necessitated this measure.
Six people in Fulton county at
this time are being given anti-
rabies treatment. During the past
six months 14 people have been
treated. In most cases the head of
the dog biting the individuals was
sent to the State Board of Health
laboratories for examination In all
cases except one these animals were
found to have rabies.
A. & P. Food Store
Gives Pay-Holiday
To All Employees
Good news e as spread to em-
ployees of A. & P. Food Stores this
v eek. when announeement was
nrade that they will receive a half-
holiday each week with pay, as has
heretofore been customary for man-
agers. This step was taken to en-
courage the program of better work-
ing conditions \volt better pay.
eluelt plan is being adopted by
A & P Stores throughout the nation.
Employees of the Atlantic & Pac-
ific Tea Company are granted two
weeks vacation each year with pay,
%% tech has been a policy adopted by
this company for some time.
COMMUNITY SINGING AT
CITY HALL SUNDAY
A eommunin singing will be held
at the City Hall here Sunday after-
noon. starting at two o'clock Many
good singers are expected to be
present, and this e ill probably be
cane of the beat singings that has
been held here this year.
FREE HARI' CHICKS
FRIDA & SATURDAY
THIS OFFER noon FROM FRI-
DAY NOON UNTIL SATITRDAY
4 00 P. M —Take home 100 Free
Baby Chicks for every 100 Chicks
eookni ear advance order to be de-
Inered before April 13. lain
SWIFT'S HATCHERY
FULTON, KY
SALESMEN WANTED
MAN WANTED for Raw.leigh Route
of 800 faralltea, Write today 
leigh's Dept KYC-112. SA , Pre eport
Ill35 ate
3. It. Williams, County Agent.
sane the demand for geed Ii
has increased to the PlatV
brig`litT:; cannot fill all of the
'alters, an effial is being made tit
get 4 II club members It, buy some
pure-hred gilts for their club work
this year. A meeting will be held
for all the club members who are
interested in this projert at the
Cayce school building Thursday
morning, March 111th, at ten o'clock.
H. C. Brown and Grady Sellards,
swine specialist from the Experi-
ment Station will be present and
discuss the possibilities of huying
and help to locate the animals.
Adult farmers that are interested in
securing same good breeding stock
should also attend.
Letters have been sent to all of
the club members that have indi-
cated that they want to raise bogs
for a project, inviting them and
their parents, but if there are
hl,YS and iliriS that think they would
like a project of this kind we. weuld
he very glad ti, have them bring
their Parents and come.
Applicatains for Emergency crop
and feed loans for 1937 are now be-
ing received at Hickman at the
office el the County Agent by It.
A. Tweedy, field supervisor 01 the
Emergency Crop and Feed Loan
Section of the Farm Credit Admin-
istration.
These loans will be made only to
farmers who cannot obtain credit
from any other source, as provided
by regulations issued by the Gov-
ernor of the Farm Credit Adminia-
tration. The money loaned will be
limited to the farmer's immediate
and actual cash needs for growing
his 1937 crops or for the purchase
of feed for livestock.
Farmers are not eligible for these
loans if they can borrow from an
individual, production credit asso-
ciation, bank, or other concern.
Emergency crop and feed clients of
the Resettlement Administration
whose current needs are provided
for by Resettlement.
As in the past the security for
these loans will consist of a first
lien on the crop financed if the loan
is for the production of crops, and
if for the purchase of feed for live-
stock. then a first Ilea on the crop
financed if the loan is for the pro-
duction of crops, and if the purchase
of feed for livestock, then a first
lien on the livestock to be fed.
Landlords, or others having an in-
terest in the crops or the livestock
to be fed, will be required to waive
their claims in favor of the hen to
the Governor, of the Farm Credit
Administration until the loan is re-
paid.
paid.
Checks in payment of the ap-
proved loans will be issued by the
Regional Emergency Crop and
Feed Loan Office at St. Lens, Mo,
ENON
Several from this &Immunity at-
tended mule day at Clinton last
Monday.
Mrs. Alton Henderson left Satur-
day for Detroit, Mich., where she
will join her husband_, who has em-
ployment at the Dodge plant.
Jesse Bushell is bedfast with
rheumat ism.
The Beelerton grades closed a
St ccessful school year March 5th
A large crowd attended P. T. A
at Beelerton High on Wednesday
night The program was sponsored
by the Beelerton grades.
Ruffie White of Beelerton who
has been ill with double pneu-
monia is reported improving.
Reel McAlister has just return-
ed from a business trip to St. Louis
Word has been received that
!dna Norma Kimbro of Detroit has
been dismissed from the hospital.
Mrs. L. V. Wilson. who has been
attending the bedside of her bro-
ther. Orin Byrn and wife fo May-
field, has returned home and re-
ports them improving.
Miss Naomi Johnson has been
spending a few days with Imogene
Thompson of Beelerton.
Miss Maley Pharis, student of the
Murray State College, spent the
past Wt`ek end with her j.arents.
Mr and Mrs L. 1'. Phans
Eumoe McAlister N% hi' has been
ill with influenza at the home of
her sister. Mrs John Hinkley. is
much improved.
Mins nonehy try
 
who La attend-ing Murray College, spent the past
week end with her parents. Mr
and Mrs. Jess Pry.
ORPHEUM PRESENTS
AMA TEUR SHOWS HERE
The carat of a series of amateur
shows was held at the Orpheum
Saturday night, in connection stub
Buck Nite These amateur progranw
.lte being held every Wrsinesday
and Saturday. nights, and any lonal
talent doing specialty numbers are
urged to participate for cash pri:er.
The numagemnet of the theatre.
ahauld be conlarted prompt h'
Little 1111P1 Eileene Ragsdale wanfirst prise Satunhiv night. singing
"Sing, Baby, Sing She also tap
darced Little Miss Charlene San-ford took second ass ard, singing
"Did Yonr Mother Come From Ire-
land."
Wednesday night, the South Ma
Ion High School Sestette won fine
ware, and ltill Parham and Prather.
Crimson with A guitar number won
,econd prize in the amateur show.
The anima/ convention aria ban-
quet of tin' Fulton County Farm
Bureau will be held at the Science
Hall in Fulton, Tuesday night,
March 16th. at 7:30 o'clock. J. B.
McGehee secretary, announced this
week. More than 200 farmers ale
expected to attend, and many im-
portant bureau matters will be dis-
cussed.
Confirmation of the election of
the 1937 directors from the various
districts, as well as the election of
two directors at large, a president,
vice president and secretary-treas-
urer will be held. W. 0. Parr. dia-
that organization director, will act
as toastmaster. Henry Ward of Pa-
ducah, will discuss the ',ewer of
organized agriculutre in the general
assembly and constructive legisla-
tion for the farmer thniugh the ef-
forts of the Farm Bureau. Frank-
lin D. Yates. Ceunty Agent of (Mien
County. will deliver an interesting
address. subject to be anneunced at
the• banquet.
Thl• fitful(' Demonstrators will 1),
in charge of aerving the banquet,
aed officials Id the bureau urge
farmers to attend this tiled'? mg
DEATHS
MARY ANN REYNOLDS
Mary Ann Reymilds. infant daugh-
ter of Elder and Mrs. J. J.Reynolds,
died an the Fulton hospital last
Thursday night. Folli)wing a short
funeral service held at the home by
A. J. Dixon and L. A. Winstead of
Martin. interment was made at
Clarksville. Tenn., with Winstead-
Jones k Co. in charge.
JANICE HAWLEY
Funeral services were conducted
Monday afternoon for Janice Haw-
ley, small daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Rawley of the Harmony com-
munity. near here. The child died
in Chicago Sunday. Services were
conducted by Rev. Walker. and in-
terment followed in the Harmony
cemetery.
A. C. BROOKS
A. C. Brooks, 80, who died here
Sunday was buried Monday after.
noon from Chapel Hill Church, ser-
vices being conducted by Rev. Paul
Cates. Mr. Brooks is survived by
his widow; one daughter, Mrs. Bob
Fortner of near Fulton; four sons,
Riley. Elwood. and Luther of near
Fulton and Garland of Detroit. Mich.
FORMER FULTON
CHIEF DIES
W. Y. Eaker, 60, former citizen and
chief of police of Fulton. died Sun-
day at Ills home in Jackson, Tenn.
Funeral sersices were held Tuesday
at Franklin. Tenn. Mr. Faker had
been in failing health for several
months.
He is survived by his widow; one
daughter, Miss Virginia Young, one
brother. Ed Eaker of Water Valley,
K$ three half-brothers, Boyd Alex-
ander of Fulton. Luclan of Coving-
ton. Tenn. Quitman of Los An-
geles. Calif : a half sister, Mrs. Dar-
rell Legg of this city.
The Milk Ordinance
As a consequence of the repeal
of the Fulton milk ordinance. Dr.
Gradie R. Rowntree. Milton County
Health Officer, made the following
statement this week regarding the
object of the milk ordinance and
the improvement that has been
made in the sanitary production ef
milk in this community:
"The Drysdale Dairy is prodocing
grade "A" milk at the resent
time. Four other dairies. City, De-
Myer, G. J. Houston and Rose arein process of remodelling. New milk
houses are being built. and new
equipment added. Caldwell Dairy
and H. B. Houston Dairy will begin
loulding immediately.
"As soon as the standard requir-
ed by the standard milk ordinance
has been recalled. the Fulton County
Health Department will permit the
use of Grade A labels on this milk,
thereby assuring the consumer that
the milk is being produced under
the regulations imposed by the
United States Public Health Service,
"No dairyman will be allowed to
label milk aceording to grade with-
out permission from the health de-
partment. The County Health De-
partment is empoe ova to permit
labelling of milk in failton under
the ruling made last fall by theCounty Board of Health.
"The purpose of grading milk is
to make it ixissible for the con-
suming piddle to know whether the
milk it lat,” has been produced un-der sanitary conditions Persons
buying grade A milk pre thereby
assured that this milk is produced
In compliance with the require-
menta of the United Statm Public
Health Serv bee Anyone buying un-
graded milk has no sue?) assurance."
CHASMS* OF COMMERCE
Ti..) HOLD MEETING
The regular monthly meeting of
the Chamber of Commeree eel be
held Monday night at the First
Methodist church. when meals willbe served at 6 30 o'clock President
.1 E Fall will preside A round•tattle discussion of cemmunity sif-tings \\ 1,1' held, anti the member-
ship is urged to attend.
ROUTE ONE NEWS
Bowers Cu annul:. i!v Club met at
the bona.. of Mr. and Mrs. J. fi.
Patterson Sr., on Friday. Marell 5th
There were 61 present. The next
meeting will be at Bowers schtiol
house.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Reece visited
their son A. J. Luther and family
in Union City last Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Smith Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Speight motored to
Paducah Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Rawls and
Misses Rose and Etta Smith motor-
ed to Paducah Sunday.
Mrs J. N. Smith and daughter
spent the day with Mrs. W. E.
Speight Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Crockett visit-
ed in Union City Monday.
hardy Allen is on the sick list.
Mrs. Lee Smith spent Saturday
night With Mrs. George Smith.
Mrs. j. T. Reece was Thursday
afternoon visitru of Mrs. George
Swiggett.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Crotkett visit-
ed Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Allen Sun-
day evring.
Miss Glades Crockett has return-
ed to her work in Paducah.
Miss Beulah Smith was Tuesday
night guest of Miss Willie Speight
Billy Joe Speight spent Menday
night with her grandmother, Mrs.
W. K Speight.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Lee Speight
and children visited Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Peeples Sunday.
Taylor Smith spent Saturday
night with his brother J. N. Smith.
LONE OAK NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. !fuel Wright have.
!moved in Mr. Doyle Bollen's house,
as he and his wife have gone North
for work.
Your writer spent the week-end
with Mrs. Novice Cherry.
I Lone Oak School was out Friday,
having six months terms.
I Mr. Harold Rushing returned last
week from Detroit.
Mrs. Katherine Sherron left Sat-
urday morning. Her husband, Mr
Eadell, is there working again since
the strike.
. Richard Slack is confined tel
because of serious burns this
arid Mrs. Almous Ridgeway
and aaughter spent the week-end
with Dalton Ridgeway
We are glad to know that uncle
Hub Grissom us improving. He went
to Dukedom Saturday night for the
first time in quite a while.
Since the tournament the game
at Welch is horseshoe pitching They
have not decided the champion yet.
Mr. Walter Cashon is able tel be
up now, after an attack of flu.
Hilman Westbrook has moved to
his new home.
'lit Fu I i:• .1
Ii' old Whitelw..1 homestead onincluded in the fird roued the corner of Carr & Third streets,
At three' o'clock Heath and Reid_ 1.,:enrepritiiiroci4;a:.;darirdiy et.rtileargliedrs. H.
land. At lour o'clock Sedalia and 1 .1 . ii,G_.wlyniinosiiinitdaiWaarirdd rt, which
Pilot Oak. At 730 o'clock Kirksey is tu
and Sharpe and at 8 30 o'clock Ful-
ton will play Milburn, the same
met and defeated by Fulton in the
finals of the First District Tourna-
ment here last week. At eleven
o'clock Saturday morning the win-
ner of the Fulton
-Milburn game
will meet the winner of the Kirksey
Sharpe game.
Fulton won over Milburn here
Saturday night 18 to 7, to cauturc
the first district tournament. Mil-burn got the jump in the first quar-
ter, leading 3-2, but at the end of
the half Fulton had taken a close
lead of 6-5. In the third quarter Ful-
ton pulled ahead 11-5, and finally
winning 18-7 as the game ended.
Trophies were awarded to Fulton
and Milburn as winnets and runner-
FINALS
Fulton Pos. Milburn
Dunn 5 F Clayton
Parker 3 F B. Brown 2
Genung 5 C Mitchell 1
Nanny). 4 C S. Brown 2
Williams 1 G Hobbs 2
Substitutions--Fulten: Grogan,
Thomas. Hunter, Clark. Crawford.
'ANNUAL EASTER HUNT
SUNDAY MARCH laTII
The annual Eater Egg Hunt.
which is sponsored every year by
the Fulton Lions Club, is scheduled
to be held Easter Sunday afternaon
at 2:30 o'clock at the Country Club.
.Smith Atkins stated this week. Thisjevent was was held at the golf club
last year and proved to be a much
cleaner and more convenient place
than the Fair Grounds.
It announcing plans for the hunt
Mr. Atkins said that about 5,000
eggs will be hidden. including
candy and china eggs. Between 300
and 400 prize eggs will be hidden
'these being furnished by various
Fulton business firms.
The new hospital will contain six-
teen rooms. On the first flour willbe located the clinic and nurses'
quarters, and the second floor willbe conveniently arranged for sur-gery, X-ray room, operating and thehospital proper.
Work on remodeling the buildingis expected to be completed about
the middle of April, and the hospi-
trd will be equipped throughout
with modern furniture and fixtures.
The hospital and operating room
will be available for doctors of Ful-
ton and other places.
Dr. R. 1.. Bushart, 30 years a
practicing physician; Dr. Glynn Bus-
hart, formerly with the Louisville
city hospital; and Dr. Ward Bus.hart, formerly with the Nashville
city hospital, compose the Mahantrio opening the new hospital.
POLI('E
Fulton ix.lice pat in a hosy week-
end.
Sornetir»o alter midnight Saturday
night. entrance was game ti to the
Fulton hardware,- Company, by
smash mg the plate glass of the front
door, and three pump guns valued
at $150.00 were stolen Police in
neighboring communities ware noti-
fied and Randolph Wilson, negro, of
Dyersburg, was apprehended at 0-(Aim and brought back to Fulton. He
had in his possession one of the
guns. and after questioning by police
here, revealed he had hidden the
others. He will be held for trial at,
the May term of the grand jury.
An overcoat stolen from the car
of J H. Provoe of Hickman while
attending the basketball tournament
here Saturday night has been re-
covered. A local man gave a hobo
a dollar for it so the vagrant could
eat, and then learned it was a stolen
coat and returned it to its owner.
I. C. NEIVS Burglars visited R. S. Williams'printing office sometime betweenweek. 
Saturday night and Monday morn-
mg. Mr. Williams made the dis-
covery when he opened his shop
Monday. The thief had pilfered
the shop, taking about $40 worth of
numbering machines. some fonn-
tain pens and stamps. Chief Bud-
dleston us investigating the robbery.
Clarence Bagsby Jr., South Ful-
ton negro youth, was arrested early
this week on charge of breaking
into and robbing a box oar near the
freight depot several weeks ago.
Several bars of face cream were
stolen. The negro boy was taken
into custody when Tennessee offi-
cers found evidence poir.ung to his
guile
Tuesday on official business.
Herbert Williams Jr. secretare A negro man and negro wmoan
to the Superintendent. Paducah. worked the old "corn" game on a
spent Tuesday night in Fulton with Mayfield resident early this weekhis parents on Green-st and then fled before they could be
R C. Pickering and wife and R apprehended by police. Officers
H. Gallimore and wife spent The*- here were notified, and were on %h,day in Memphis. lookout for the "fleecers."
Morton Williams, conductor, re-
turned from Memphis Tuesday ,FULTON COUNCIL IN
night, after visiting Albert Smith, A SPECLkl, SESSION
who is ill in the Baptait Hospital.
G. J. Willingham, Tranunaster. Fulton city council in special
spent the first part of this week at called session Monday afternoon
Brookport. Reevesville and Metrep- rescinded a milk ordinance passed
ohs, on official business. i by this body on January 4. 1937,
Messers S R Maulain General 'Toe ordinance provided for the
Foreman, H W. Wiiflanis, Train-;grading of milk according to stand-
master. Fulton, J. N. Fox, Master 'ards set up by the State Board of
Mechanic. Jackson, D. T. Crocker, iHealth. and for labeling of milk
Supervisor. Dyersburg, and I. M. leaps under the grade as indicated
Holmes. Dyersburg. attended staff by regular inspection by the county
health department.
DUKEDOM
Mrs. Charlie Griffin, Mrs. Lube
Blacks-rd and Mrs. Bonnie Cum-
mings attended the funeral of the
small child of Paul Humphrey last
week which was held at Fulton.
Lawrence Prince and sister. Mrs.
Mozell Vowel' sold their furniture
last week and left for Chicago the
following Friday seeking work.
Mrs. Prince and the children willjoin them soon.
Bonnie Cummings left for Detroit
List Saturday he Sc ill be back on the
iaxi again this summer, carrying
passengers. Anyone interested in
i.zo.ng call the operator at Duke-
r. and Mrs Willie Griffin and
daughter of Martin were Sunday
goests of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Gr.ffin.
Mr and Mrs. Rill Winstead were
caned home from Akron. Ohio this
week on anammt of the SerIF 11-
rtt:S$ of his mother, Mrs Nettie
Winstead of Dukedom. However,
she is better at this time
The Independent basketball team
of Welch is playing in a tourna-
ment at Gleason this week
Mrs. Thiel Wright and Mrs Phil
Parker ale taking a typing course
inruittm.A number of the basketball fans
of Dukedom attended the tourna-
ment at Mayfield last Friday and
Saturday. in behalf of our neigh-
Leming school Pilot Oak. The team
team was victorious having won
their final game by two points.
Will Roberts of this community
was Stri:ken last week with kid-
ney trouble He was rushed to the
hospital at Mai tin. where he re-
trains au a serious eonehnon His
sister, Mrs Virgil Stone of North
Carolina is at his bedside
Moreta$ being trade da$ ii) Ful-
ton most ell the men and mules of
thla community were there Jack
CAIlleN refused $560 for a nice ;min.
of mules
Mack Pounds is still steely trrt-
piecing,
Smith Fulton Holds
Quiet Council .1feet
The ma a or Ana boatel of alderman
of South Felton met in regular mon-
thly seasion at the city hall last Eri•
day night in a quiet *mown Routine
business matters and bills eomprised
the principal business fn the finan-
cial report, it was shown that this
south side seas in good eonchtion
During 1.1‘bruary fines and costs to
titled 547 60, elide $2371165 itt cit
taxes was eaillected, and $42 00 foi
mardebants licenses
T. 3. Quigley, general superin-
triedent of the Illinois Central Rail-
road, New Orleans, was through the
city Tuesday enroute Paducah-
Fulton thence Memphis.
J. W. Kern, Superintendent. Pa-
ducah, was through Fulton Tuesday
night enroute Memphis to Chicago.
A. D. Caulfield, Superintendent.
Water Valley, Miss.. and T. M Pitt-
man. Division Engineer, Water Val-
ley, A. W. Ellington. Prainmaster,
Jackson. Tenn., were in Fulton
Tuesday.
W H. Purcell. Supervisor. spent
Tuesday on motor car trip Seem
Fulton to Cairo and return.
H. W. Williams, Trainmaster,
Paducah-Fulton, ther,ce to Memphis
meeting in :lie Siipenincridsnt
office at Paducah on Monday of
this week
G. J. Willingham. Trainmaster,
attended staff meeting in Superin-
tendent Ilan»Iton's office. Carbon-
dale, last Saturday.
fr LION HOSPITAL
Mrs. Claude Crocker was dis-
missed from the Fulton Hospital
Thursday morning after an appen-
dectomy
S .1 Scott underwent an opera-
tion at the hospital Wednesday
night. He is doing :early.
Julian Paschall was admitted to
the Fulton Hospital Tuesday for
treatment.
MARKETS
Cattle 2000. Market opening fully
steady to steers and strong. on mix-
ed yearlinas and heifers. ow stuff
slew some sales about steady. Bulls
and vealers steady, top 1202 De
Steers 12 00 Other steers tel 00 to
11 50. Mixed yearlings and heifers
largely in Odd 50 to 9 heifers up-
ward 10 11 00 lice eiNV,'S 5 00 to 6 50
Cutters and low cutters 375 to 4.75.
Top sausage bulls 6 23 Top vealers
10 25
Hogs ssoo Market 170 the up
steady to five cents lower. 160 list
doe n steady to 10 cents higher
Top 10.20 Bulk 170 to 300 Iles 10 00
In 10 13 Packers buying 10 00
down. 140 to 160 Mt 923 to 995
loo to 00 lbs, 7.00 to 87S Sen,
SO to 97N
Sheep 1500 Market stead', "mac
native lambs to small killers 12 00
i2 15 Two loissis fall shorn wrot-
ern to packers 10 SO
Ilesva liens 16e. leaner') liens
1,e, Roosters 7c, Eggs 1Sc, Bullet
fat, premium Ian regular 33c.
II Ka NoMIN STE tit FICERS
se,: Monday
night for nee officers for the Ful-
ton Elks Club The following nomi-
nees will stand for election at the
regular meeting of the club next
Monday night:
Dr. Rolemt Bard and Smith At-
kins compete for exalted ruler's
chair. Wrenn Coulter and Billy At-
kins. secretar$ ; Billy Atkins. treas-
urer: H. H. Bugg. esteemed leading
knight; Ward Johnson, esteemed
loyal knight; E. Huffman. esteemed
lecturing knight: Ed Wade. tyler;
N. G. Cooke trustee
ntig,
Lowe's Cafe Makes
More lmprnFrments
Many improvements are being
made at Lowe's Cafe here The in-
terior is receiving n new inn* of fin-
ish and shelY mg us beirg earran-
gee mirrors installed on the
wall back of the sort Mg counter,
feont of the 1110(110w noi
repainted.
THOMAS HRoWDER s
PIPE 1.INE 21;* FEET
Thomas Itroucler, preptietor of
the Whitewat Serviee Stemma, lo-
t'ailea on Peschatest in South nil-
ton and West State lane, in 11.11tort.
Ky isenpleting installation this
week of 2100 feet of pipe line, leed-
fivni his Stair Line Matron to an
IllintNis Cent' al spur near the freight
depot
He will salmi,
 
his gaanline from a
lank ear from tale point to his re-
serve tank at the station. sellinat
gasoline at competitive pipe hats
prima
'wet
IMP< nai,
Ale<
•
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Thi Fulton County News
J. Paul Bushart, MOM Editor
P[BLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
Entered as second class matter June
28, 1933, at the post office at Fulton.
Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879.
OBITUARIES, Cards of Thanks,
Business Notices and Political Cards
charged at the rate of lc per word.
EVERYBODY'S JOB.
So far as the general health of
the community is concerned. citi-
zens of Fulton passed user the %in-
ter months with little cause for
complaint. But that doesn't justify a
single citizen of this place for let-
ting down in their precaution
against disease. The fact is, we are
just now entering one of the most
dangerous seasons of the year—the
vaeeks which bring a shift from
winter to spring temperatures.
Already a considerable number
of housewives have set about the
annual task of spring housecleaning
and they are to be commended for
making an early start. They are
also entitled to hearty co-operation
from the man of the family who is
usually given to thinking that house
cleaning is woman's work and out
of his province. Right there is where
he makes a mistake.
The health of any community
rests largely on the condition in
which its homes and their surround-
ings are kept. so it is certainly
every man's job to see that his
premises are wholly free of cess-
pools, rubbish and all unsanitary
spots in which disease germs can
find a breeding place. That is why
the age-old custom of spring house
cleaning is a job every maa should.
and must, co-operate in if he wants
to enjoy the protection that comes
with living in a disease-free naigh-
borhood. It might be well for house-
wives around here to read this
aloud to their husbands.
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that light pole on Lake-st. break- lye. Fulton county has the best street iii llltIsliI.tIl Thi• in at n aris-
ing in four pieces. Just a wee bit farming land in the Purchase and otitil rucorded III th rae tnsleritt
toisy, or was it just had dria ing'' needs only careful cultivation to 100 acres ot land. being the north-
You guess. We're not good at rid- teem with agricultural wealth. Thy V. tel 1111.111 SIA111,11 13. Town-
dles. principal productions are corn, to- 'ship I. Rania• a Wed by Coodrieh
bacco, wheat, hay, stock and poul- and others to Cr eenbury Watson,
Girls. we hear tell that the try. At one time this seetion abounti-Idated Febt•uary 13, 1845. the con-
training st•hool at the new garmem ed with a most prolific growth of sitter:Own boon: $500. The fm,t
factory will not open soon. It is in- timber, consisting of the finest quid- mortgage. dated March. 1845. WilS
dlCated that the addition to the ity of oak, walnut, poplar, gum. ash made by Bruce M Hughes to Matt-
building will not be constructt•d be- hickory, cottonwo.rd and cypress , hew Watson, and transferred 160 ac-
cause of insufficient capital to' ,
carry out the work as first planned. 
., :it's of land in county. mid tine town
The Mississippi with its deep. swirl
current and changing bed. afftirds a 
lot in Hickman, the consalta•ation
Si that will probably mean n
tory, unless something unforeseen 
tieing $2,000.o fac-
develops and that doesn't seem
Watch out Shirley Teniplel IA- I
tie Eileene Ragsdale--and a lot of
other little girls—are after your I
crown. "Sing. Baby, Sing," was the,
number which won her first pt i.e
Ill the amatt•ur show at the Or-
pheum Saturday night, in a hot
contest in which Charlene Sanford
was a close runner-up for first
honors. Eileene also tap danced
as she sang.
1 "You can't sell 'em unless you
I tell 'ern" ought to be a good slogan
for some Fulton merchants to
' adopt in order to make 1937 a big-
ger and better business year. Ad-
vertising casts a great influence on
• the buying public. Many Fulton
'firms realize the importance of
I good merchandising supported by
planned advertising. Advertise reg-
ularly in The News, your farm and
i home paper.
By L B. Frank
The reason that some men never
marry is not because they are unable
to find a women to have them, but
because they are too stingy to spend
any money except on themselves, a
well-known matron about town dec-
lares. Bet we know the man she had
in mind when she made that state-
ment.
One of Fulton's eligible bachelors
was seen out sparking with a very
charming young lady a few days ago.
We're wondering how it ever hap-
pened that he shed his shyness a-
round the fair sex long enough to
make a date. But they say this win-
some young lady has winning ways.
Another mysterious episode. An
accident, two automobiles crash. but
no one seriously hurt. Two men and
two women were reluctant to div-
ulge their names when inquiries
were made about the accident. Won-
der why? Or maybe they didn't want
to reveal the wifes name or was
there a bit of scandal to cover up.
"Walking On Air." We'll say he
There seems to be quite a few
people around town who ci,uld
"walk a straight line" if it were a
foot aide. But you couldn't blame
them. Anyone in their condition
would know whether the line was
straight or not. But some of these
wives are going to draw a rolling
pin over their heads one of these
nights when they come in tight as
an owi.
HISTORY
IN THE 11;"
Due f:wt th..t ae have had
numerous inquiries about the history
of Fulton, Fulton county and vicin-
ity. we are starting this week a ser-
ies of articles upon the history of
this section From time to time will
appear episodes depicting the early
history of this community, and those
having interesting information. diar-
ies, pictures. etc.. are invited to ad-
vise thus department
Fulton county. the 99th in order of
formation, is situated in the south-
western part of the Purchase, and is
bounded on the north by the MISS-
is dppi river and Hickman county.
on the east by Hickman county, on
the south by Tennessee, and on the
west by the Mississippi River.
The county is divided by the riv-
er into two parts--the western.
known as the "Madrid Bend." being
separated from the eastern by eight
miles of Tennessee territory. The
land consists of Mississippi bottoms,
subject for twenty-fit ve miles to per-
iodical overflows, and uplands which
are very productive. It is well sit-
uated for drainage, having no moun-
tains and but a small portion of hill
country.
The soil k.enerally is good, some
its time to think about putting that
"old Mi." in perfect condition tor driving
this Spring. Tires, Battery, Seat Covers.
a new coat of Paint and aarious acees-
.orie, mill make it more dria cable.
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CYLINDERS REBORING • MOTORS
RECONDITIONED HAM ANGED
MOTORISTS
Make low
Dollars 1)o
Ora Mau
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GENERATORS
STARTERS
HORNS
BA rTERIES
AUTO PAINT
SEAT COVERS
MIRRORS
2 Gals. Motor Oil 89c
ACCESSORIES
Jones Auto Parts Co.
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rich alluvial deposit to the county ;
it over flows, as well as an outlet for
the tributaries that drain the land. !
The Littlt• ()Edon, Bayou de Chive,
Mud. Rush and Dixon Creeks are',
the principal streams of the county.
i 
1
It s thought by sonic that prior to
the forming of Reelfoot Lake, both ,
the Bayou de Chien and tht• Little
Milli, instead of flowing into the
' F •If tMississippi, 
Creek and the Lake Region, and that
the encroachments of the Father of
Waters finally cut into those streams
and compelled them to empty their
waters directly into the main chan-
nel.
Reelfoot Lake, a renowned and
favorite fishing and hunting resort,
is a body of water about forty miles
long, and from one to eight miles
wide, and occupies a portion of the
southwestern part of the county, ex-
tending also into Tennessee. Its orig-
in is traced to the earthquake of 1811
as may be inferred from the appear-
ance of the timber contained a ithm
''It was formed by sand blown out
of a chasm opened by the earthquake
and deposited near the mouth of
Reelfoot Creek, causing a sudden
'damming of its waters which spread
over the adjacent low grounds,
forming the lake. It is a great res-
ort for all kinds of waterfowl, liz-
ards. cotton-mouth and other snakes,
:and is full of excellent fish." Sports-
men in great numbers, from far and
near, visit it every season.
"Earth-Cracks" varying in width
from ten to seventy feet, may be
seen in the bluffs along the Ken- ,
tucky side of the Mississippi. These!
cracks are bounded by parallel;
sides rising from one to five feet a-
bove the sunken ground between
them, and have trees of consider-
able size growing along them to tes-
tify to their ancient origin. They are
supposed to have been caused by
store sudden and powerful convul-
sion of nature.
' Fulton colintv. named in honor of
the great inventor. Robert Fulton,
:was formed out of the southwest-
ern part of Hickman county. in 1845.
• The establishing of the new county
was caused by the desire of Moscow
Ito become tht• county seat of Hick-
' man county instead of Clinton. The
peoph• of Clinton, and notably Judge
James, were determined at all ha:-
ards, to defeat the aspirators 01 Mee--
I cow, and for that purpose united
with the citizens of Hickman who
were ambitious of having a county
seat. Thus Fulton county, with her
184 square miles of territory. the
garden spot of the Purchase, was
formed. The records of the trounty
clerk's office contain the followmg 
"Be it remembered that at the Tav-
ern House of Greenbury Watson. in
the town of Hickman, on Tuesday,
the 1st day of April, in the year 1845
Robert Brown. James P. Tyler, Jesse
Edmonston, Ralph McFadden. Shed.
rick Boaz. Asa W. Clark, Hugh B
French and Thomas M. Smith. sev-
erally produced commissions front
his excellency, the governor of
this commonwealth, appointing them
justices of the peace in and for Ful-
ton county, and ThernitS James a
justice of peace for Hickman county,
administered the oath, of office.
The first (sant a .a held in the
, • • • the hollo-,7
•
11111111111111111111Seaa 
Thit' first j • • • .•••ttl • t of
Mills Point (18101 and 1S30, quite a
number of fanlike:: located in var-
ious parts of the county. In 1824. the
following families %%ere settled: Rob-
ert and Samuel McKinney lived on ,
the liavoyai de Chien. about la visa.
miles -from Hickman; A. M. Rush
lit•eti on Rush Creek, named after
him. between Ilit•kman and Mos-
cow, near where I arson Finley Ba -
num later resided; in the vicinity of
Cayce lived John Menee.se, Ben
Meneese, Hugh Sparkman, arid a
man named Dummond. One night,
the last three called at the house of
William wiith the view of plunder-
ing him. He endeavored to have
them depart in peace, as did the
wife. Failing in his purpose, he shot
with a rifle and sent a ball through
the body of Ben Meneese, killing
hint. Bailey gave himself up to the
nearest magistrate. Dempsey White.
father of Rev. Willis White. who was
then a new resident of the county.
No conviction followed. Bailey hav-
ing acted in self-defense. White
ordered the arrest of the gang.
Sparkman was afterward sent to the
penitentiary.
Sitar Clark, who later removed to
Hickman, lived at Wesley; Abraham
Farmer lived on the old Murche,--
place, about five miles from W;.-
Valley; near hint lived Sal;
Wheeler and Ben Hamby; near J
don lived Parson Reuben Owe!
Baptist preacher, Mr. Creed
John Huffman.
In about 1824. Duncan Camp',
Martin Oliver. Jerry Mitchell. NV.
ham Bynum, the father of the Rev.
Finley Bynum. and others settled
in the neighborhood of Cayce. Dav-
id Browder was also one of the pion-
eers of the county.
In 1825, Limn Conley came to the
county and entered 320 acres of land
near Matson's Swith, at $1 an acre
With hint was Mary J. Corday, j••
known as Aunt Polly Huffman. a •
lived in the county continuously
practices midwifery. Her first a.
was that of Mrs James Ales •
This occurred in 1828. She •
to have been present at over
births.
. Bluford and Wilford Gore res].
,• • l*!'- !' • !
son's St% itch. Ho
and his wife, to 11(.11, t,,,
home, dug the well at their I
alt al sbtial wherl. 1,111111.1' 11I
lived many years ago. John I
was the next to teach, near th.
sent Sylvan Shade schtail.
teachers were Willis White,
Fair, Finley By 1111111, Mr. S.
tei ry.
Some of the early Meaona,
tist preachers, resident anii
erant were: Hint en Dwen, .1
Edwarda, who built t•arlY Pnro
(halve Churc)i; George Whit,
Samta•I Crider, who came ovci
Tenessee. The regular or hai
Baotists were represented by Flu:
ing Cayta:. Wesley. Bowden, Jiiio
S,tarks, Silas Cavendar, Abram
Cook, Conyer arid Malowan Meth-
odists- -.Joshua Cole, Peter Stith-
; van, Cumberland Presbyterian,'
'Collins 13radlt•y, Dr. Bard, Bill, Wil-
liam Bartlett and John Barnett.
The first soeiety of the Methodist
church was organized about 1825, at
Martin Oliver's about two miles east
of Cayce. It is now culled Ebenezer
church. The first church by the Miss-
ionary Baptist was the Poplar Grove
church, organized probably in 1828-
29. Another was established a little
later near Reuben Owens' three mil-
es south of Cayce: the first Hard
side Bapitst church in the cour.1
and by Runt Polly Huffman, i.
to be the first of any kind, was c:
ganized in 1928, on Mud Creek, ano
consisted of Elijah Creed. Mary J
Creed. Jesse Faley, Patsey Dunn and
Mr. Revel. Meetings were first held
at Elijah Creed's. The Presbyterian'
tirganized about the same date at Mr. I
Samuel Hodge's. and later worship •
was held at Union Church.
1.1
Shuck cattle from Henry county.
Other old settlers were Sim., I,
Ramsey. Robert Tyler. Mr. Mad-
dox. Billy Mortis, Samuel Lamar,:
Billy Lamar. Mr. Weston. Samuel
Hodges. Cornelius Crider. litnry A
Bush.
Came was exceedingly .11 undant,
embracing bears, deer, atelves, pan-
thers, foxes, raccoons, and squir-
rels. Panthers and black wolve,
killed hogs, thus compelling •
closest guard of these animals t
day in 1926. a colored woman, nam-
ed Tilda Dooms, was down at a
branch wading when she was attack-
ed by a huge panther. Her screams
attracted the attention of her hus-
band, who came to her rescue with
a large knife in his hand He finally
rescued his wife, but in the contest
with the fierce animal received on
in "
, his breast wounds which he bore to
•the day of his death.
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The Famous FARMALLS
Come in THREE SIZES
MANY rod thins coins in threes &DA ana-;n4 thes-er) ;wet from 4%43 fain point of viirw le FAR.M.-
powitc--in THREE sissy —F-30, F-20, and F.I2„
of them is ready not only to tilow but to plant,
eultivate, run belt machines, anti henah; all row-crop
and general purvoes work.
All of them have the.. oulum,* patented Farman
feature.- -quick-dodging *maid location cif
gangs, and braking' either rear ',Kampf through the
steering roar for square turns..
Call us and we will come out and aensanotrat• any
or all of the l'arnialla
Mccormick-Deering Store
WALNUT s1T Pt 1 TON, h
FREE BABY CHICKS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
•
I'll I OFFER GOOD
From FRIDAY NOON
vrif, s.477,Rin y
•
:11W 110Me
F-R-E-E
11,1111' CHICKS
for every 100 ('hicks
hooked for advance
order to be delivered
before April 15, 1937
•
Swift's
Hatchery
Fulton, Ky.
1
•OUALITY BABY CHICKS
AT ECONOMICAL PR1('ES
Barred Rocks, White Rocks, White Wyandottes, R. I. Reds
Buff Orphingtons, Jersey White Giants, Brahamas, Leghorns,
Better chicks grow and thrive and return a handsome profit.
l'l*STO11 11.1TCH1NG—Make Reserrations
In 1 duance To Re Assured of Quicker Serrice
FULTON HATCHERY
411.1 \Va n iit St
MRS. DON GERLING
Fulton, 1: •
A.
TALKING PRICES and QUALITY at
Stephenson's Grocery
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FRUIT JELLY, Raspberry, 21 :rib. jar .
GARDEN SEED AND NEW SEED POTATOES
CORN, Country Gentleman, 2 cans  25C
TOMA TOES, No. 2 Can, 3 Cans for _ _ 2k
BIG BEN SOAP, 1 Dozen Large Bars .__ Cr
PICKLES SOUR - QUART 15c
PURE FRUIT APPLE JELLY, Large J.,1' L,•
DOMINI FLAKES. 16 oz. pkg. 9c
COOKED BRAINS, with Grary, Can ____ 15c
POTATOES 10 LBS. FOR aJ2 CC
LETTUCE AND CELERY, NICE AND FRESII
PEAS, Early June, Sifted Variety, No, 2 Can 19s'
PHILLIPS VEGETABLES, No. i? Can ___ 9c
APPLE VINEGAR BRING YOUR JUGGALLON
ARM & HAMMER SODA, 3 packages 
 10c
PEACHES, Calif. Yellow Cling, No. • can 140
SOUP, Tomato, Vegetable, Large Tall Can Sc
P. & G. SOAP G 1 AN T BAR 3 FOR OpI Lt.
SALAD DRESSING, Southern Lady, Quart 254
DRY SALT CHUNK MEAT, Pound __ ... The
LADY ALICE COFFEE, Guaranteed, Best, lb. 261
KRAUT, No. 3% Can, Each. .__. .___ __ 11c
VANILLA WAFERS, Fresh, Ilk _. 15c
TOMATO CATSUP, 14 oz. Bottle 10.•
SMOKED CHUNK MEAT, Pound  17%c
MATCHES, 6 Roves for 
COCOA, Fresh, 2 lbs. for  lEoc
14s/ELI.htiKRWARE SET (Ask About 
RXTR.4 SPECIAL 10-lb. bag 2eic
GOOD QUALITY
T.4 ALE SALT, 3 Boxes for
C.4RRACE PLANTS, 3 Bunches
M A RSHM ALLOWS, Cellophane Packed, lh,__
ORANGES, 176 Size, Nice Juicy, Dozen 
ssWFF:r POTATOFS. Nit.* Assorted. lb.__ 1
LIGHTHOUSE CLEANSER 6 FOR  Pk
Stephenson's
Coml. Ai. Near Old Jacktm ard k:stitctit, Kg.
es
KS
011k,
.
7
s
t
12(
25
15(
). 2tle
lie
I5c
10(
7%c
20c
1k
2k
ger/A.
. 3tk.
25(
Kt.
„DEVILS PLAYGROUND"
With A STELLAR CAST
A Columbia Picture
1
I011 Dr:11)1:1 John
Thum.. Fri.-Merck IC IS
"Two in Remit"
Louise Tat imer
A
Tue., Weil. March 16 1
"Living Dead"
Watch for These Hits—Comina SoonSANIES Isl'NN. SALIN mills. -we 11A, e OnlenIS'
VIRGINIA BRUCK KENT TAYLOR, "When 1 ox eis Young"
MATTlIEWS, "lima Over Heels in Lore"
GRACE %VHF., CARY GRANT. "When You're in hove"DORIS NA1.E.N, GEORGE MURPHY. "VT of the Town"
and the Giro; "1.051 II01,117.0N"
ree.lr"
1.1.••••11•04. 
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POULTRY - DAIRYING
EARLY POTATOES
Early potato planting time Is ap-
proaching. For the region about
Lexington, the best time to plant po-
tatoes lies between March 15 and
April 10; for the counties along the
Tennessee border, two weeks ear-
lier; and for those facing Cincinnati
a week later. By this is not meant
that potatoes cannot be planted ot-
ter this time is past, for they can
be, with good success, but special
fosicedure should be followed, as
later explained.
To Ise successful in producing a
good crop of potatoes, the land must
be good. It must be high in humus,
so that enough moisture will have
been stored, to be released as the
potatoes need it. It should be cap-
able of being broken deeply, for,
the deeper the seed bed, the more
moisture there will be. Deep break-
ing will permit the potatoes being
deeply planted, thus putting the
feeding roots in moister, cooler soil,
and nuiking it unuecessary to throw
moisture-wasting ridges or "hills"
to the row. Also, the tubers lying
deep will be subject less to becoming
strong and losing quality because
of the beating rays of sun. This is
of benefit especially to potatoes that
are left in the ground until the aut-
umn, when they are lifted and stor-
ed for the winter. An additional
reason for omitting to ridge pota-
toes is that labor is saved.
Good breaking depth is 10 inches,
and planting depth, 4 inches. If
planting is done at the beginning of
the season, a light ridge should be
thrown over the row, but as time
progresses, less and less ridge, un-
til, at the end of the normal plant-ing interval, the soil surface is left
level. If the potatoes remain to be
planted after the later date recom-
mended above, the furrows should
still be laid off deeply, but the seed
pieces covered with only enough soil
to insure them against freezing, the
filling of the furrow to be compieted
• as the potatoes grow out of it. Thebeginning of a crop of potatoes is
made when the first green leaves
appear.
Potato land should contain some
natural fertility, but this is not
particularly important because plantfood can be supplied through using
commercial fertilizer. In fact. mayit be said, that no matter how sro-h"
Ow land is, fertdiser should be usedbecaus eland that has been enrich
ed with manure is not balanced forpotatoes Any standard analysis that
carries 3 percent of nitrogen is sat-isfactory, but of procurable, 4-8-6,5-10-5 or even 6-10-6 is preferred.The fertilizer should be sown intoe furrow, at the rate of one poundfor 25 to 35 feet of row, dependingon the fertility of the land It shouldbe mixed with the soil but kept inthe bottom of the furrow so that ti
roots will stay deep
Word is timely concerning seed.To plant any but dependable seedpotatoes is to invite risk of losing
 &Walk
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Win $2,100 In Cash Prizes By Building
Boys Town And Checking Crime!
_• Unique Town Has World's Youngest Mayor And iiion dollar. uniiu.11y or made good citizens in 19 years.
But there's another side to the
story. Because of lack of room
Boys Town has been forced to re
fuse an average of 500 poor help-
less boys every year. What's gii
ing to happen to those buys? Boys
Ti...vn just doesn't have the roorn
to care for them now. The 220
boys now living there tax its ca-
pacity to the utmost.
Boys Town swede a new
dormitory building to care
for the boys it must now tern
away each year. This news-
paper is proud id buys Town,
it knows him moils America
needs it, and it IN going to doits part to help secure funds
for that DPW building.
Among other things this
newspaper will turn over to
Boys Town 25 Cents for
every new yearly subscrip-
tion, two-year renewal or
two-year past due subscrip-
tion paid-up received between
Mardi 11 and April 13, the
length of the contest. This
money will go Into the Ms
Build Boys Town fund for
erection of the new dormi-
tory building.
BEE RULES INSIDE
City Commission; $1,000 First Prize;
Other Big Cash Prizes Too!
costing the wage earners in thiaA MERICA has the most unique town in the world-- it is Boys community $1.50 a day, "very1-11 Town! Boys Town IS not the biggest town in the country—but single day of their lives 'lit..iii inany respects it's the most important for Boys Town has been the of litHome or 4.446 homeless boys of
all races, colors and creeds-from MAYOR OF BOYS TOWN GUEST OF NEW YORKthe 48 states of the Unin.
Yes, Boys Town Is a real AND MAYOR LA GUAR1DIA
city and In located IS miles
west of Omaha, Nebraska.
All of the 27.4 young fill-
'ens now living at hogs Town
are h less boys between
the ages of five and seven-
teen. hat e, color or creed
mean absolutely nothing at
Boys Town--Nat is it is a
Homeless boy in need of
help.
WORLD'S YOUNGYMT MAYOR
Boys Town has its own mayor
and city commission—the young-
est in the world. Danny Kampan,
the mayor, is only 17. Recently
Danny went to New York as the
official guest of the world's largest
city and Mayor LaGuardia. While
there Danny was accorded all the
honors and courtesies which the
American metropolis extends only
to world celebrities. Mayor La-
Guardia's oflIcial motor cavalcade,
with smartly uniformed motorcy-
cle officers flanking all sides, met
'him at the railroad station and
with screaming sirens clearing his
way through the heavy New York
traffic, escorted him to the city
hall for a big public reception.
From coast to coast the great
newspapers of the country embla- ing good citizens of 4.446 home-zoned the stAry of his visit in less boys. Were it not for Boysheadlines, as though he were some Town. a vast majority of theseimportant world celebrity. boys would have become criminals,Ten miles writ of Omaha, Boys preying on society, or at best pur-Town may be better known to you poseless idlers and misfits. J. Ed-as Father Boys' Home. gar Hoover, head of the nation'sIn the past nineteen years of its G Men has Called Boys Town -anexistence Father Flanagan's Boys' outstanding check on Crime inMime ha: made good American America today!"
citi:ens of 4 141; homeless boys of This newspaper knows whatall races, c,cl,rs and creeds. But Crime costs America every year --
$1.50 is day every day of their
lives for every wage carta•r in this
country. That's what Crime is
Seventeen-year-cold Danny Kanipan, mayor of Boy• lown, was the
°Metal guest of the mayor of the world's largest city re, ently—
and they talked about budgets!
recently the Federal government This newspaper is alarmeo about
chartered a postollice there be the spread of Crime. So in tribute
cause of the aryimense volume of to Boys Town for the splend ,d job
mail. And now its appears officially it has done in checking Criref ;lel
on the map as -Boys Town." to help it do a still begger and bet.4.444 BOYS IN IS YEARS ter job this newspaper is co-oper-
Boys Town is famous the world sting in a big contest. The con-
over because of the splendid work test is very easy and simple aridit has done for America in mak- will, we know, be of interest to
all our reader!
SOMEBODY IS GOING TO
WIN $1.000 FOR WRITING
A SIMPLE TEN-WORD SLOs
(,AN!
MO BOYS TURNED AWAY
EACH YEAR
Yes. Boys Town ha:: dune a won-
derful job so far--4.416 1!•irncless
Boys of all races, colors onil creeds
Inside you will find the simple
rides for taking part in the easy
contest for the Big "Bulk: Boys
Town" Drive. The contest is so
easy and simple anyone can take
part and you'll have a let of tun
doing it too. And think of the
splendid wt.rk you're doing-help-
ing check Crime. And remernoei,
if you're a wage earn..r. Crime is
costing you $1.50 a day every sin-
gle day of your life. If you don't
isay all of that, somebody else pays
part of it for you.
SOIneone is going to win tnat$1.000—it m,ght as well be you.
And all of the other big cash
izex V.,. Think of id! 5: 10d
fir a S.,1:•.1, e ten word slagar'
11...-1 the rule.,. this
rii7ht au ay and let's get going on
the Big Build 11' vs Towl.'• Slu-
^an Contest
time, labor, land and fertilizer: the by all odds the most popular, and mg to the College of Agriculture at ,way to insure these four items is there should be enough Cobbler to Lexington.to use none but certified seed. but last until Christmas, after which it Best results have been obtainedmaking sure always that what is of- should be possible to change to Red when the spray for the control of(ti-ed is truly and genuinely ecru- Rose or to Russet Burbank, to last peach leaf curl has been made be-lied. The slight margin in price will until Cobblers come in again. I fore March 1. In any event, it is re-lic reflected at digging, often to an 
• commended that growers try tounbelievable degree. Dormant Spray for i spray their peaches during the next
tAo weeks.potatoes, All seed  certified and nilcertified. should receive the treat-
ment that cleanses them of the germs 
Leaf Carl Control Emphasizing that dormant sprays
are used to control scale on all fruitof scab and scurf, two bothersome Peach trees need to be sprayed and that peaches must be sprayedtroubles of potatoes. This treatment for ontrol of the San Jose Scale, in addition to control leaf curl, Mr.will be described in this column as do other kinds of fruit trees, but Olney says that sprays used againstnext N4 cek. in addition they should be sprayed
scualfluera.remlaicinuifdaclti anufactured 
sulfur,o 
emulsion
Imo neAs for varieties, Irish Cobbler is in the dormant season for the con-
(il of leaf curl. Lime sulfur may be and horne-rnade oil emulsion. For
-ed to control both scale and leaf 
Peirl, but an o spray will not con- bothaellSesan aJosepr scale 
effective against
and leaf curl iss‘11 the leaf curl unless a fungicide desirable.
used with it. according to A J.
lney, of the horticultural depart-
xlit of the Kentucky College of
ericulture Bordeaux mixture is
• fungicide that is recommended
use with home-made oil emul-
sion.
FOR AMBULANCE SERVICE PHONE 15
IN AN ENIERGENCI—DA1 I NItiflI
• FUNERAL DIRECTORS •
WINSTEAD-JON ES & CO.. Inc.
218 SECOND ST. FULTON ,
Growers are cautioned not to use
Bordeaux mixture with the manu-
',stored oil emulsions or miscible
:s on the market unless the mains-
• siurer advises its use and gives
- ,rections for mixing If peaches are
• be sprayed with oil emulsion a-
. •ne,a separate spray using Bord-
aux mixture should be made. In
this case, it is better to apply the
- Bordeaux spray first. Usually it is1161161111UUMENUM/J=sraZailliarAUnals., zjantre. preferable to make one combination
to-ay rather than to spray the peacn
1:\ : Theodora Goes rchard twice Directions for mak-
og the combination Bordeaux-oil
omulsion may be obtained by writ-
ZTRANU ) THEATRE AI
Coming Sun.. Mon.
Mar. 21-22
GLORIA STUART
WALTER PIDGEON
"Girl Overboard-
A Universal Picture
Continuous on Sunday Starting 1:30 P.M. 11.
Week Days Matinee 2:30 P.M., Nite-7 to 900
SUNDAY MONDAY, MARCH 14-15
3 Grand Stars--
kfturn Soon: -Thcodora s U ihr
RICHARD DIX
DOLORES DEL RIO
CHESTER MORRIS
1
IT'S A SCOOP -
FOR MINT SPRINGS
•
IP'
iit
Glenniore again scoops
the field with genuine
high qua1ity107/1ff
2/4/&7/7
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The word "cleave" has directlyopposite meanings. It means to ad-here closely, and also means to cutapart.
•
A Three Days' Cough
_AD
Is Your Danger Signal
No matter how many medicines youhave tried for your sou", chart cold
or bronchial Irritation. you can ro-
Ug may 
flow
Tr liwiiti Cre 4A irre iii uis3111:11.troub you eon,
not afford to take a cliarrce with any--
thing less than Creoli,olsiozi, which
right to the seat of the trouble
aid nature to soothe and heal the
Inflamed membranes as the germ-ladenphlegm t loosened and expelled.
Even if other remedies have failed,
don't be discouraged, your druggist is
authorized to guarantee Creomulakm
and to refund your money tf you ate not
satisfied with results from the Ara
bottle. Oet Creumulaion right now. .S
NEW
1937 PATTERNS
WALLPAPER
5s AND 7e ROIL
Adding Machines and
Typewriters, Terms as
low as 10e per day.
SALES—SERVICE
All Work Guaranteed
FULTON
WALL PAPER
& Office .1/4;upply Co,
30.1 Walnut,t.
CLEAN and WHITEN TEETI)
with Calor.. the Oxygen tooth powder which
penetrates to the bidden crevices between the
teeth. Pleasant. Refreshing, Protects the gums
and is economical to use.
lidirvocnt
Sad me a 10
wow I wal try
Mama 
.4 iiiiiresa 
 
TRY CALOX AT OUR EXPENSE
What Cato: will do for your teeth is easily
demonstrated by you in your own horse at our
expense. Simply fill in the coupon with your
name and address and mail it to us. You will
receive absolutely fret a test can of CALOX
TOOTH POWDER, the powder more and
more people are using every day.
 
 FREE TRIAL COUPON 
Bosom% het, Fairfield, Conn.
dry trial *I CALOX TOOTH POWDER as no expense se
is. 5.
It's Time to BUILD
REMODEL-REPAIR!
If you're planning to
BUILD or REMODEL
NEVER before has there been so much attention given to mak-
ing the modern home more convenient. more liveable. Dozens
of new ideas, floor arrangements. and room plans in our new1937 plan books will help you to build your new home or remodel
to obtain more lasting comfort and home-satisfaction. Comein and let us show them to you.
LUMBER: ROOFING - CEMENT
Quality materials are the tirst step in securing good work. Thebest workmen can do a better job with fine materials. And good
materials are always the cheapest satisfaction and service.
PHONE 320
W. P. MURRELL
LUMBER COMPANY
NEAR PREAGHT DEPOT — SOUTH Irr1.10.\
CONTRACTORS
coo.m.......^-0411,11TWege•••••••• adrevoremprorom .4116.114 011.414PrK.P.9.""11W "".
THE FITTON COUNTY FULTON EVNTUCK1'
World-H'ide Tobacco
And Commerce News
Distribution of the tobaccos of the
United States is world wide, and em-
braces more than 150 separate coun-
tries and colonies. Distribution ofj
manufactured tobacco products sur-;
Er that of munanufactured to-1co in point of customer countries,
and colonies, but the value of un-'
manufactured tobacco sent overseas,
far surpasses the value of the over-
seas trade in manufactures The ra-
tio in values is approximately 10 to!
1.
Shippers of the United States dur-
ing 1930 sent into the overseas trade
American manufactured tobacco
products with an aggregate value of$18,171.419. compared to the 1935
value of 515,888,727. The loading
commodity in 1936 was cigarettes.
Poland institteted a two week em-
bargo on the exportation of rye in
order to check the rapid increase of
domestic prices.
So great is the current demand
for iron and steel products in Great
Britain that the local industry is
experiencing difficulty in filling
orders despite record production.
France's population increased by
approxmately 70.000 in the five-year
period between 1931 and 1936.
Television is a subject of consid-
erable discussion in Japan at the
present time, and a laboratory for
television research near Tokio will
be completed in March.
A noteworthy development in
South Africa's import trade in 1936
was the sharp increase in arrivals
of complete passenger automobiles
which advanced from 16.900 in the
first nine months of 1935 to 22,000
in the corresponding nine-month
period of 1936.
Notable improvement was shownin Portugal's trade in port wine dur-ing 1936.
Petroleum production in Vene-
zuela reached the highest level on
record during 1936 despite the sharp
curtailment in December resultingfrom labor difficulties.
Exports of raw cotton from the
United States in December amount-
ed to $39,620.000. compared with$46,152,000 in November and $55.-
740,000 in December 1935.
The recent devaluation of Switzer-
land's currency has notably stim-
ulated its foreign tourist traffic.
The chief products of New Zeal-
and dairy products, meat and wool—
are commanding good prices and the
current season is expected to yield
the greatest production in the coun-
try's history.
Tourist travel to the Hawaiian Is-
lands established an all-time record
in 1936 with a total of 22,199 visi-
tors estimated to have spent approx-
imately $11,000,000.
Portugal's export trade in canned
s;irdines registered sharp improve-
ment during 1936. Germany is her
largest foreign market.
Loss of a large part of its for-
eign business has served to accen-
tuate the difficult position of Ger-
many's mineral water industry. Ex-
ports in 1935 were valued at $6.000,-
000. declined in 1936 to only $600,-
000.
The past year was a period of
striking industrial expansion in the
Irish Free State, and unemploy-
ment was approximately 16 percent
less than in the preceding year.
The Government of Australia Is
reported to be considering the erec-
tion of a high-power short-wave ra-
dio broadcasting station capable of
disseminating throughout the world
an Australian official news service.
England is now engaged in con-
ducting a "paint-up" campaign
which will be complete prior to the
coronation ceremonies.
The application of the 40-hour
week in French industry is pro-
gressing slowly but steadily,
THE LIONS CLUB
During the regular luncheon ser-
vice of the Lions Club last Friday.
with Vodie Hardin in charge of the
program. he presented Joe Browder
who entertained by showing pic-
tures of his travels in Cuba. Mex-
ico and Florida. He also gave in-
teresting accounts on views as they
were shown.
Bob White of Fulton and Mr. Jen-
nings of Paducah were visitors to
the club.
COAL • COAL • aul
CALL US when you need Coal. We handle
a good quality of High-Grade Coal and can
fill your needs economically.
•JUST PHONE 23-11E DELIVER
W. M. HILL & SONS
FULTON, KY.
4
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Special
Announcement
IN order to clear up any misunderstanding as
to the location of the HOLLYWOOD FROCKS.
may we take this occasion to state to the public
that our shop will remain, as in the past, a de-
partment fo Hunt Bros. Furniture Company.
Union City, Tenn.
ALSO, that our buyer. Mrs. E. E. Hager, 011
continue to seri'c you in the future as shc has
in the past.
Our New
Spring Dresses, Hats,
Coats, and Suits
Are Arriving Daily
They Have Never Been More
Beautiful
HOLLYWOOD
FROCKS
DEPARTMENT OF 111.1\'T
Fl BNITURE CO., liNIOA )
1111110001111.1me1ffiNimirsommswo.
•••••••-•
Colli
III 4;111
By KAI NIOND 1111.11.%111N
anenal l'hmirrmssi
 tirntirurls thy Urpitbite 
A fiunous histAtrian has recentl
pointed out a series of striking con-
trast* between government by the many
- a.s In America , and government by
the few, or et en by one -a* In some
nations of F.iirope.
Comparing the two. he show, that in
nations where the people actually rule:
Wars are le.cs frequent.
The st.intlards of individual well-
being and of living are higher.
Freedom of religion, of spec. It and
of the pre.ss ILL% been preserved.
Individual energy and progress are
g rca ter.
Science, art. literature and ether high
forms of human endeavor have made
swifter stride*.
Life, perapfkal safety and general sta-
bility are mere wenn&
These contrasts he draws not from
the dim past, but from the present,
with the picture of what Is actually
happening on the broad front of world
events clearly before him.
'nut picture is not only for the eyes of
the historian. Constantly It flashes be-
fore all the American people in head-
lines, in news photographs, In reports
from many authoritative sources.
It stands a constant refutation of
those champions and admirers of the
new du tatorships abroad, who would
have the American people swap their
pew( r and independence for the des-
perate experiments ni w developing in
It the American pc4.111C sant to see
%%hat 0:e dencourau. est.iblished by our
( onstctut 
 
means, let them on..ider
the i.r ,gres s in national development
indaidu..1 %ell-being achieve.' by
the United ?states during its rentury
and h tf of history.
If they %van( to understand vy hat
Itictaticrship, or I communism, or other
denials of go% rriini, ru by the people
can bring. let them look at the nations
now suffering uncle, such experimenU
abroad.
$912 From Acre
Makes Boy State
Tobacci Champion
A yield of 1.828 pounds and a pro-
fit of $492 from slightly less than an
acre of burley gave the Kentucky
4-H Club tobacco production chant-
plonshtp to William L. Sears. a 16-
year-old Allen county boy, it is an-
nounced from the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
The crop sold for S59.37 per hund-
red p:i- Ii inging a total of
1,\!, sec-re $155.44. which
86. The land had
becn ii 
 
 '*- four years. To make
it mole productive. seven tons of
manure and 500 pounds of super-
phosphate were applied. Needless
to say, careful attention was given
to the stand, cultivation, control of
pests and curing. •- -
Second place in the state-wide 4-11
club tobacco production champion-
ship went to William Watts, And-
erson county, who grew 1.352 pounds
on an acre; third place to Thomp-
son, Shelby county, with 1.280
!pounds on an acre: fourth place to
Junior Wakefield, Christian county,
with a production of 1.317 pounds
on an acne, and fifth place to James
Chaney. Warren county, se hose acre
yielded 980 pounds.
Yield, quality, cost of production,
records an dottier factors were tak-
en into account, in making the a-
wards.
S. Tobacco Export
I; ad( I p $4.00o.00fi in 1936
Orchard Men to
Hear What Farm
Program Offers
Members of the Kentucky State
Horticultural Society, in their an-
nual meeting at the Experiment Sta- !
non at Lexington, March 11, will
w hat the new agricultural
conservation program has to offer.
hear
The subject will be discussed by 0.,
M. Farrington, administrative as-
mstatit iii thts program.
Another subject of special interest
at this time is the flood damage to
orchards, which will be discussed
hy Ben E. Niles. Henderson, secre-
tary of the society.
What the cold winter of 1935-36
and the drouth of last summer did
to fruit trees will be the subject of
Prof. A. J. Olney, head of the de-
partment of horticulture at the Col-
lege of Agriculture and Experiment
Station.
Dr. W. D. Valleau, plant pathol-
ogist at the Experiment Station, willdiscuss disease control; Prof. H. H.
Jewett, the replacing of last win-
ter's losses in bee colonies; W. W.
Magill, orchard fertilization and soil
management. and Prof. W. A. Price
and others the 1937 spray program.
New officers will be elected. Pre-
sent officers are Dr. J. 13. Jordan,
Jefferson county, president; Frank
Browning. Fleming county, first
vice-president; M. Y. Nunn, Um, •
county, second vice-president; E. C
Hoagland, Oldham county. tli•
vice-president. and Ben E. Nil,
Henderson. sect etary- treasurer.
Light Pruning for
Fruit Trees nisi
••It I.VICCKIANA" FOLKS
EATING LOTS MORE CANDY
Soles of confectionery during Dec-
ember were valued at $25,615,343,
compared with $21,928,014 In Dec-
ember, 1935, an increase of 161%
according to reports to the Louis-
ville District Office of the Depart-
ment of Commerce, by 294 identical
manufacturing firms. The high level
of such sales maintained during
the August-December fall season
has resulted in business during the
five-month period valued at $119,
612,000 compared with $106,432,000in the corresponding period of 1935,
an increase of 12.4 percent. Increas-
ed sales of 14ili,; were reported for
the fall season just closed Increases
were shown in every state or group
of states with the exception of one, !
that being the territory comprising
Kansas, Nebraska, and Oklahoma.
Among those showing the greatest ,increases the fall season comparison
were Indiana and Kentucky combin-
ed, up to 31 percent.
The pdrpose of pruning young
apple trees is to train them into des-irable forms, consisting of well-plac-
ed branches strong enough to sup-
port large crops at maturity. The
smallest amount of pruning that will
accomplish this end is best, says
! A. J. Olney, head of the horticulturaldepartment of the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
As there aro two types of cuts,
thinning, in which the entire branchis removed, and heading, in which
only part of a branch is removed,
the owner must decide which is bestin each case. In the bearing tree, alight yearly pruning is desirable.
The fruiting wood of old trees maybe invigorated by light thinning andheading back.
To the peach tree, pruning is moreimportant than to the apple tree. If
'they are neglected during their first
years they become very thick, with
too many scaffold branches. As a
result the crop is produced in the
top of the tree, making spraying.!thinning and harvesting expensive.
reducing yields and causing thebreaking of limbs.
Peach trees may well be pruned
and trained to a bowl-shaped formin this State, Mr. Olney believes. A
system of thinning and light cuttingback is probably best. Usually.pruning is done in late fall and win-ter. Summer pruning is confined to
special corrective work. thinning oftwo-year-old and three-year-oldtrees, and of bearing tres which were
severely cut back following loss of
a crop from winter or spring freezes. I
Exports from the Ur..•. States of
raw tobacco rnanufa,i,,o's. includ-ing both domestic and f i -eign pro-ducts, were valued at ;56,526.025in 1936. compared wit,1 $150,828,-881 in the preceding year. according
to figures just received by the
Louisville II:strict Office of the De-
partment of Commerce Shipments
abroad of American unmanufactur-
ed tobacco during 1936 totaled 427,-
033,624 pounds, valued at $137,714,-140, compared with 398.329.592pounds, valued at $134.454.382. In1935 Exports uf products manufact-
ured from American tobaoeo in 1936had an aggregate value et` $18.172.-419 compared with $15.588.727 in
the preceding year. Cigarettes was
the leading commodity in this tradeduring 1936 and was followed in
'
order by smoking tobacco, chewing
Inbacco, cigars, rucotine aad tobacco
‘tract.
Big words sometimes camouflageloose ,,less,
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NI OM MINIM
i*OMI' ET ENT—
FINERAL AND
AMBULANT!
SE.RrICH
Phone 7
HORNBEAK
FUNERAL HOME
PAUL HORN BEAK,
MRS. J. C. YATES.
Lady Assistant.
A GOOD START
• .. IS HALF THE RACE
e •
‘Es-*'w,------•'-.114
•-'"I
4
A good start with your BABY CHICKS means half your
worries are over. Safeguard their health by using a freshly
manufactured feed.
WE SUGGEST:
BROWDER'S
ALL MASH STARTER
1 (Mow ing tsith
ALL MASH GROWER
These feeds are manufactured fresh daily in a careful
manner and reach ti before Codliver oil anti other ingred-ients deteriorate.
ASK FOR BROWDER'S FEEDS BY NAME—
Baby Chick Big Boy Scratch
Intermediate Biddies Choice
MADE and CEARANTEED BY—
Browder Milling Co.
SPRING BUILDING
MODERNIZE
/T-47t\I
 YOUR HOME
Guaranteed Materials
Be sure to specify only the best of first quality building materials in yournew home and know the satisfaction and assurance of lasting workman-ship. Cheap, improperly seasoned lumber and shoddy materials alwayscost more in the long run through frequent repairs and the annoyance ofill-fitting and imperfect workmanship. We sell only guaranteed materialsof proven quality.
PLANS--
Look over our new plan books if you
are planning to build or re-model
this spring. You will find many new
ideas, suggestions and con ve n i en ces
to make your home more attractive
and liveable.
PHONE
33
Pierce-Cequin Lumber Co.
ON THE HILL — SERV 'NG YOU PROMPTLY
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TESTED RECIPE:
—By Frances Lee Barton
c(, cotitigt's ii, ho tumbItt•
•twn awl it. gliteittti, but 1 Itnt..v
ht r ttttlatots which tiro iron
an I charming.
Anti that att I tttet
l't't Pudding t
a. v , It'
rt. •
"1 t.i. 1' 2
tea rirr r, .,-t
• r. 's trs,p ..n 4
▪ •. buthn or t."tt-
1 cup Hilmar; 2 e'er s, won
beaten; ILI squares t• • t t 4 t 'a .1
cptited. It- vi.
ulna, cup milk, 2 ...
stiffly
Sif fletir ()aro, raps- .- id Lak-
in* •; r aad ..It again.
Burned Lune im ay
Ile Hest Source
There are communities in many
counties in Kentucky where but
lime rock and wood occur in abund-
ance. In many of these communities
burned lime can no doubt be made
the cheapest and most convenient
source of lime, especially since burn-
ing lime does not require special
machinery and since also the farmer
can do all of the labor and will
need no cash outlay.
If burned lime is used for taking
up his Agricultural Conservation
Program Allowance, the farmer will
receive $3 per ton for burned lime
where used in compliance with the
program. lie can in many instances
burn lime for less than $3 per ton,
according to S. C. Jones of the Ifni-,
versity of Kentucky College of Agri-
culture.
Under specified conditions, farm-
ers are paid $2.50 per acre for thin-
ning or pruning trees on woodland
for forest. Refuse wood resulting
frmo such improvement of forest
might be used in burning lime, thus
Increasing the profit from burning
lime still further.
There was a marked increase in
the tonnage of burned lime used
baiter tip.recion , sugar by Kentucky farmers during 193b.
graetillly and cr.tain v., 'olt1 • iot County Agents' reports show that
yolks and beat tliort t. 947 men in 31 counties used 7,454
chili. I ..•• Rio %%milli 1 Var. tons of burned lune during the
all, • • eh,. year. This was an increase of more
than 100 percent over the tonnage,
used in 1935. Agents' reports show
.1 that 200 limekins were burned in
23 counties.
i! 
•Revised circular No. 247 is avail-
able to farmers who plan to burn
lime. Copies may be had from Coun-
ty Agents or from the Kentucky Ag-
ricultural Experiment Station.
FIRST MONDAY
BIG CROWD To FULTON
• First Monday, March tith, brought
a god crowd of farn.ers and trades
men to Fulton. Early in the morn-
ing cars, trucks, and wagons started
arriving. Many fine mules, horses
and other livestock were found on
the lod jockey yard here, where
considerable trading was done dur-
ing the day.
The first Monday in April is ex-
pected to bring even larger crowds
as the weather improves.
N, •
1r
br
Valves groomd and adjusted. bearing-s cherlet
plstonv and carburetor fauteuil, inspected and
adjected—eoe killed and careful mechanics giN e 'our motor
tht-trvouth overhauling.
i n4E un N1till BEAR—We CAA straighten th:r tratn.s,
r Nmor. azles. etc, 04 your CAT to .t‘et perfect
*lament. Save o ar &Ad tear ea your car at t tirr
N o charge foe battery bating we, in9pe.,t
and 4ervIce all standard wake. 4,1 automobile
batteries. Replace Avellts and repairs quickly anti econontl-
rally made.
BATTERY
SERVICE
DR.SELDONCOHN
302 Walnut St.. Fulton, KY
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
SPECIAL
ATTENTION'
To the accurate fitting
of eye glasses.
OFFFIOE HOURS:
9 to 12 it. M. 1 to 5 P. M.
PHONE 286
U. S. Tourists Spent
S11,838,112 in Mexico
That Mexico is attracting an In-
creaisng number of American tour-
ists is indicated in a report to the
Louisville District Office of the Com-
merce Department. Official records
show that in 1936 a total of approx-
imately 99,000 tourists from the U-
nited States visited Mexico com-
pared with 73,000 in the preceding
year. Of the 1936 total, 50,000 visited
Mexico City compared with 30,000
in 1935. The American tourists vis-
iting the Capital during 1936 remain-
ed on an average ten days within
the Republic and spent approximate-
$200 per capita. The aggregate
.penditures of classified American
urists who visited Mexico in 1936
amounted to $14,838,142 compared
with $10,028,224 in 1935.
Having read that an author earn-
ed $500.000 from a hook we havt•
about decided that we sh..eid write
a book.
RESTAURANA F011 SALE
Good location, doing good business,
.cap rent. 224 4th St. Price $200.
.c-e Williams Bros. at place.
Auire
it.
SFR Nri
and h gh time to
overhdul your car
T ili old story that "a stitch ill LiMe saves
nine" applies just as pertinently to the
motorist Minor adjustments and small re-
pairs may prevent serious accidents and avoid
costly damage later. It's sensible and worth
while economy to have your ear thoroughly
checked and over-hauled before the summer
driving season begins.
MOTOR
Prempt, speedy service tow all nut k et; of cars.
We have available a tall tine of .tandard parte
end oat skilled nwebaales eve you prompt and itionanil.'11
.efliCe at all thaw
Brady Bros. Garage
STATE LINE ST. MUNE 79 11 I ION
 asolkaigaA•4 4444 4.4 4w4.444m44,44.444120... a424.1411011.2.44-
THE FULTON c()UNTY NEWS, FULTON KENTUCKY
COMMERCE NEWS
The decline in Imports of unmanu-
factured tobacco Into Denmark dur-
ing 1935 as compared with 1934, a-
mounted in volume to 5.3 percent. !
Reports from auctions held dur-
ing December reflect a considerable
demand for German-grown tobacco.
1
By the end of December 1936, ex-
ports of Bulgarian leaf tobacco to
the United States reached approxi-
niatvly $700,000, representing
of the choice grades of the 1935 crop.,
During the nine-month petiod of
1936 the United Slates accounted
for 89 percent of Greece's gasoline
imports, 80 percent of the fuel oil!imports, 59 percent of the lubricat-
ing oils and greases, and 8 percent
of the kerosene compared with 26
percent, 9 percent, 88 percent and .0
percent in the corresponding period!
of 1935.
The International Exposition for
!
Coal Consuming Appliances which
the Turkish Government had plan-
ned to hold at Ankara from January'
16 to February 17 has been post-
poned and will be held during the
period from March 26 to April M.
Canadian imports of anthracite
coal from the United States register-
ed a decline in 1936 while receipts
from other countries increased.
Production of silk cocoons in Italy
during 1936 registered an increase
of approximately 80 percent as com-
pared with the preceding year.
Canadian chemical production is
estimated to have increased from 5
to 25 per cent in 1936 compared with
1935 on the basiis of output record-
ed in the Province of Ontario. All
lines except artificial leather shared
in the upward movement.
Air-conditioning epnipment is now
being installed in Great Brittain on
shiips and trains.
Japaneese chemical manufactur-
ers plan to increase the domestic out-
put of saccharine to about 30 tons
pur month in the neat future.
Processes permitting the recovery
of potash front molasses without
affecting its yield in :defiled have
been developed by a Prufliesor of the
Tokyo Imperial University.
To determine the economic value
of dry ice as a railway refrigerant
the Railway Arministrat3n of South
Africaa is arranging with private
firms to carry out a series of expel
merits in that country.
Deposits In the Post Office Sav-
ings Bank of the United Kingdon,
in 1936 were the highest in Out
history of the institution.
With the view to developing a
domestic source of malarial medi
cute the Philippines began experi
melds with cinchona cultivation in
1927 and now has under its care•
about 39,000 trees varying in age
from 2 to 7 years and 110,000 seed-
lings from 2 to 6 months old.
Despit the many devices set up
during recent years to control and
limit the import trade of a number '
of important foreign markets for
American products world demand
for American chemical prodvis con-
tinues to expand steadily.
Czechoslovakia's artificial flower
industry made netable progress
during 1936.
Increased imports into Japan of
American and Canadian softwooda
during the current year are antici-
pated by Japenese lumber import-
ers.
Due to the heavy retirement of
old automobiles and trucks in the
rural districts of Argentina, the to-
tal number of motor vehicles oper-
ating in that country showed prac-
tically no increase in 1936.
The demand for equipment by
factories established in Germany
under the four-year plan has nota-
bly stimulated the machinery in-
dustry of that country.
In view of the condition of th,
world at the present time the idea!
Easter present for the childre,
would be guns and gasmasks.
.41.1111.111103.00411.100017110111101/114114r.
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Sometinies we envy the life of ly a second to change their minds.
the birds. They can change climate Is the reason for the mild winter
whenever they wish, have no food this winter because we hadbills or rent to pay and their clothes '"doubleheader" winter last year/are furnished free.
i Advertising in The News is a
It takes most women at least an modity for sale, not something I
hour to change their clothes but on- given away.
DOES
YOUR
CAR
NEED
ANY OF THESE
SERVICES?
•COMPLETE LUBRICATION
•CHANGE OF OIL IN THE MOTOR
•WASHING, BATTERY! SERVICE
• NEW KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE,(
• HIGH-TEST TORPEDO GASOLINE
Illinois Oil Company
Fourth Street H. C. SAMS, Agt. Fulton, By.
11111=111111111111NOMM111111111W 
GIVE YOU lORE FOR YOUR
BETTER FOOD PROTECTION ... CUECKER FREEZING...
GREATER CONVENILNCE—CHEAPER OPERATION...
LOWER FIRST COST . FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY,. SAFETY
...CLEANLINESS MC,DERATE PRICES... EASY TERMS
When You install one of the new 1937' Electric Refrigerators,
you can depend upon me to safeguard your food and provide
suickly all the ice cubes and frozen desserts you want, even in
hottest weather.
with improved design and arrangement of containers, slides.
sheit es, lights, spate, etc., any of these new refrigerators will save
you time and work, simplify cleaning, provide more storage.
Handsome. INell-insulated, sturdy, they're all warranted for
five Years or more—hut vou can confidently expect many additional
years of satisfactory seniee.
They're absolutely safe. of course. Cleaner. too—no fuel, flame,
fumes, smoke, sinud.ze, soot or smell about them.
Also, size for size. An electric refrigerator will cost you less—.
and you can ha‘e easy payment terms.
REDDY KILOWAVT
low tin-mind Sens*
fr,e4/fei /
MONEY THCI1 EVER
Stop In and See Our New
Westinghi)use Refrigerators
Local flectrical Dealers Sell
Othei St..ndard Makes
TESTIMONIAL
Mere than" 00,030 Electrical new...-
atop. ans new used In homes, restaurants,
fountains, hotels, bars, hospitals, labora-
tories, factor s, atom's, offices, dinIng
oars, Illoaan it. ,licrs and trans raelnc 41 r•••plan... You nod no Letter testimonial
Of superiority of •lectric rof•igeration.
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COIMPAN-le
ARE THOMPSON, Manager
4.11•1111••••••••••••••••
41‘
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WESTERN KENTUCKY
TEACHERS COLLEGE
BOWLING riagam. KY.
FOLK TYPES
'HE HILLBILLY
P. Wow me today to defend
and . ..e the hillbilly. The radio,
summer visitors to Kentucky who
go away and write whole books on
what the hillbilly is like, and not-
oriety-seekers have exploited tlo
type until something should be done
about it. That there is such a person
as a hillbilly is obvious to every-
body; that he is strictly a creature
of our mountains or any other moun-
tains is not true. Everywhere the
type of lanky, somewhat shiftless
"feller' is found. He is nowhere
numerous, however, and has un-
fortunately been too much asscielat-'
ed by our writers with the moun-
tains, particularly in recent years.
So eager are feature-article writers
to find this strange creature that
they create mountains to house him
when they find him. Not long ago
a metropolitan newspaper carriedin its Sunday edition an account of
picturessue hillbillies in the "moun-
tains'
. 
just south of Louisville, in
Hardin and Bullitt Counties. I can-
not deny that the writer might have
found his characters or assumed that
he had found them in that area, but
he needs a course in geography.
Early in our literary history this
rural type of philosopher-profess-
ional pioneer received attention
fi.mt several admirable writers.
lialdwin and Longstreet found him
in Georgia; Sidney Lanier knew him
intimately in the foothills of the
Great Smo k les George Horatio
Derby found him plentiful on the
West Coast and practically handed
the type full drawn over to Bret
Haile: John Hay found him in the
Middle West. Ile has been called by
numerous names; cracker, Pike, and
what nut. Derby's character was
called a Pike, because of the early
settlers of California came from Pike
County, Missouri, and had brought
their dust-covered families and pos-
sessions with them. They were nasal
of talk, mighty chewers of tobacco,
inclined to be lazy, in spite of their
having endured the long trek from
Pike. Many of fishes characters are
Thrifty Home-Owners
PROTECTED!
HOW much have you invested in your
home? A sudden ripping windstorm; a disas-
trous fire ... what would it mean to you? The
protection of adequate insurance should be of
Irst importance to all thrifty home owners.
Let us examine your policies and advise
s to whether your home is fully protected.
PLAY SAFE -- INSURE
Atkins Insurance
Agency
LAKE STREET PHONE NO. 5
of this type, though most of his dis-
tinctive ones are single men, often
With a past.
Since professional pioneering has
ceased in the years after the end of
the frontier, out attention is now
directed toward the same type of
person who no longer goes West or
to the newest land but seeks instead
the outskirts of centers of popula-
tion, moving about once a year from
one community to another. If there
were another frontier, he would be
right there with his household and
his household goods: the romantic
time for him must largely be a mem-
ory of what "Pap" or "Granpap" did
in the days when the West was call-
hillbilly may be a philoso-
pher and often is. He has had his
share of seeing the big old world and
is entitled to his say. If he could
really find a tongue, he could reveal
why the restless of spirit have al-
ways been with us and have found
new lands and new ideas on the bor-
ders of occupied territory. When the
genuine hillbilly finds that life any-
where is a fine game of pioneering
he often becomes as genuine a part
of our tradition as anyone else; most
of us have friends and relatives who
have been hillbillies and who have
waked up. Some day the hillbilly
will discover himself in literature
'and will tell the world what has
moved him along for ages of rest-
less living.
READ and REMEMBER
---
I The ordinary pins, so commonly
used today, were once so expensive
that only the wealthy people could
afford them. The term "pin money"
dates from that time, referring to
the allowance a husband gave his
wife to purchase pins.
The highest and lowest place in
the United States are both in Cali-
fornia, and only eighty-six mile:. a-
part. Mt. Whitney is 14.496 feet a-
bove sea level; Death Valley is 276
feet below sea level.
It as been estimated that in a day
the average farmer walks twenty-
six miles, a letter carrier twenty-
two, police fourteen, boys fifteen.
girls eleven and a half, and house-
' wives eight.
A frown demands a greater ex•
I penditure of energy than a smile,
I fifty muscles being brought into ac-
tion when frowning, while only
thirteen are required for a smile.
Indianapolis is the largest city I:
the world not located on ni.vigabl,
water.
If all the land in the United States
were to be equally divided, there
would be between sixteen and sev-
enteen acres for each inhabitant.
The word "news" originates from
the letters that stand for the four
directions of the compass, North.
East, West, and South.
The average height of men in
America is five feet and eight in-
ches, and of women, five feet and
v.-our inches.
Approximately three hundred
words make up seventy-five per-
cent of all the words used in ordi-
nary speech and writing.
It would take more than nineteen ,
hundred years to spend one billion!
dollars at the rate of one dollar a
minute.
The average curvature of the
 amen earth is tw, inches per mile.
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SMART CLOTHES
Made-to-Order 
• For a numlfer of years I have made a special study of
MADE-TO
-MEASURE CLOTHES, and feel that I am quali-
fied to give you the Painstaking Service you are entitled to.
• I am Now Located at 224 LAKE STREET, in the DEMYER
JEWELRY STORE and represent KAHN TAILORING CO.,
one of the Outstanding MADE-TO-MEASURE CLOTHING
HOUSES IN AMERICA.
*358 All-WOOL FABRICS TO SELECT FROM AT
VERY POPULAR PRICES.
• I also represent SCOTCH WOOLEN MILLS of Chicago,
the World's Largest Tailors of Individual MADE-TO-
MEASURE CLOTHES at Just Two Prices.
•114 Beautiful PURE WOOL FABRICS at only $24.75, and
108 FINE DELUXE WOOLENS at Only $29.75.
• Every Suit Guaranteed Made to Your Individual Measure
and Guaranteed to Fit.
• Order Now for EASTER and the Spring Season. It will be a
pleasure to show you.
*EASTER, MARth
L. O. Carter
224 Lake street,
Fulton, Ky.
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Robby's Fl.f')It'ER SONG
As a singing waif on the streets of
Old New Orleans Vk Ith f iON ers for
sale, young Bobby Breen continues
his meteoric career in RKO Radio's
"Rainbow on the Riser," which is
showing Thursday and 1 riday.
March 18-19 at the Orpheu . The
atre. a Principal Production direct•
ed by Kurt Neumann. Bobby's sales
song is "The Floss en Song," b 1/r.
Hugo Riesenfeld and Selma Hunt
ilk. He also sings eight other 1111111
.ers. May Robson and Charles But-
'rworth head the supporting cast.
HELP WANTED
11.1%e JoU fi liable local
who can work steady helping
ager take care of our country
ness. Men make $75 a month at
Address Box 42e1. care of this
er.
Name
Address
man
man-
busi-
first
pap-
['IAN SCIENCE More leeports of
"Substance" will be the subject ot
the Lesson-Sermon read in Churches i
of Christ. Scientist, throughout the
world, on Sunday, March 14, induct
ing the Christina Science Society of
Fulton, whieh holds services Sunda
at 11 a.m., and testimonial meeting
Wednesday night at 730. Heading
room, where authorized Christian
Science literature may be read, pur-
chased or borrowed is open Wednes-
day and Saturday afternoon from 21
to 4 o'clock at 211 Carr Street.
Among the citations whiich com-
prised the Lesison-Eermon will be
the following from the Bible:
"Throufli faith we understand that
the word of God, so that things
which are seen were not made of
things which do appear." (Hebrews •
11.)
Liberty, according to what we
hear, is being rapidly gained for the
Spaniards by the Moors, the Italian,
and the Germans.
BABY CHICKS
Helm's chicks tk: up. Helm has five
highest pens Leghorns, Illinois Con-
test. Champion Heavy Breen Pen
1936. Officially Pullorum Tested,
Approved. Helm's Hatchery, Padu-
cah, Ky. 12-19-26-2
Rig olio ccf) l'all• „
W. G. Marshall, a Montgomery
ounty farmer, cooperated with
County Agent Floyd McDaniel in
making a demonstration of the use
of complete fertilizer in growin
tobacco. Using 400 pounds of hig
phosphate fertilizer to the acre res-
ulted in the production of 3,144
pounds from two and three-tenths
acres. The selling price was $52.98
per hundred pounds, the total a-
mount received being $1,665, or
nearly $725 an acre.
Cliff Chaney, Powell county, re-
ports a yield of 1,492 pounds of bur-
ley tobacco from nine
-tenths of an111're, which s.,ld for $460.
666
Liquid Tablets
Salve, NOSC Drops
checks
COLDS
and
FEVER
nit Day
headache
30 minutes
Try "Rub-My-Thai"
World's Best linhaent
NEW SPRING
FO !TWEAR
FOR EASTER
\W ON DISPLAY ATR
 Ts
SHOE STORE
/;/: N I:11 HOUSE, Own( r
209 MAIN sr. Next to Bennett Drug Store
We have opened p modern, new shoe store, and
carry a complete stock of footwear for Ladies,
Children, Men and Boys. See us for your Spring
and Easter needs.
.lat(KUZUW=WMWAMMMMIAM=,4..W.aMOV4MNAt=4-
Gillette Tires
at Popular Low Prices!
E have a complete, new stock of the popular-priced,
high-quality Gillette Tires and Tubes, and invite you to
visit us before you replace your old tires this Spring.
Most liberal allowance made for your old tires traded in.
FOUR TYPES OF TIRES OFFERED
BY GILLETTE RUBBER COMPANY
•GILLETTE BALLOON •ENSIGN •POLAR
•GILLETTE SUPER TR 4CTION TIRES
LIBERAL TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE FOR
YOUR OLD TIRFS
*GILLETTE SUPER TRACTION TIRES
This is a specially built tire, which is un-
excelled for use on country roads and slick
pavements. To really appreciate these
values you must come and inspect the
tires yourself.
"More Macs for Your Tire Dollar
With Gillette."
• Also a Select Stock of Truck Tin-
Whiteway Service
STATION NO. 1 STATION NO.
PASCHALL STREET I'EST STATE LINE
THOMAS BROWDER, Proprietor.
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SOUTH FULTON
Robert L. McKinney agrees that
graveyards are rather scary espec-
ially at night. They snake him sick.
Competition Is getting keener in
chance selling contest. The class
selling the largest number will get i
a half holiday. Incidentally, there
are several half hohdays granted
to the various classes. Winners of
the king-queen carnival, best at-
tendance records and best sellers of
111 chances are given holidays.
Roy Ferguson us replaced Wil-
liam Cooley us driver of the Harris
school bus.
A number of trees will be plant-
ed on the campus next week. The
work will be done by the club.
The French TV class has finished
L'abbe Constantin. They will read
La France Nouvelle next.
John R. Smoot no longer recog-
nizes his name. Mr. Moore told
Mary Lou to come forward and the
Smoot boy raised up and started to
the front.
It seems that coincldents will hap-
pen. A Frosh Class was talking a-
bout Abe Lincoln. One member
4 suggested that Stanley Jones bore
a close resemblance to Abe, when
who walks in? None other than
that erractic goat, called Shotgun
phones.A troupe of Senior boys plan to
sojourn down about Hornbeak Sun-
day. Wonder why?
The program for the remainder
of the year has been scheduled as
follows: Minstrel, April 2; Medal
contest among the lower grades,
April 9; County Health Day and
Junior Play, April 16. Grade Pro-
gram, May 7; Senior Examinations
May 10 and II; Senior Play, May
11111114; Commencement Sermon, May
16; Final examinations, May 17 and
18; Graduation Exercises. May 21.
In this way the program will be
presented over a considerable per-
iod of time and the usual strain and
rush of commencement week will
be lightened.
The grils had better luck this sea-
son in the district basketblal tour-
nament than the team of last year.
On a basis of points per game the
present team is seventeen points
weaker than last year's team. Yet
the present team found its way to
‘.. the finals and will play the strong
Blue Cyclone team of McKenzie In
the regional tournament at Jackson.
Rosa Mae Bell, who played irregu-
larly throughout the year as a sub-
stitute, suddenly found herself a
regular when she set the scoring
isr pace throughout the tournament.
Rosa was the lone Red Angel on the
All-Star outfit named by officials
at the tournament. Katie Margaret
Allen was given honorable men-
the eighteen places named as all-
tion. This gave the finalists two of
• 11stars or honorably mentioned.Plans for the Junior-Senior enter-
atinment are being made a commit-
goo,
4o,
FREE BABY CHICKS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
•
THIS OFFER GOOD
From FRIDAY NOON
['NTH, SATURDAY
•
Take Home
100 F-R-E-E
BABY CHICKS
for every 100 Chicks
booked for advance
order to be delivered
before April 15, 1937
•
Swift's
Hatchery
Fulton, Ky.
Tim FULTON COUNTY
Ice consisting of Iris Sanfiad,1
Ilarry Williams and Charles Reams 
-
has been appointed to decide what I
kind of entertainment this is to be.
The committee will confer with
Mr. Priestley for further plans.
HONOR ROLL—First: Eva Ali-
tivnom, Ruthelia Ferrel, Margaret
Stephens, William Allen, Virginia
Roach, Iris Sanford, Mildred Scott,
Nell fizzle and Earl korsee.
Second Honor Roll I ferny L. Al-
len, Stanley Jone.: It. L. McKinney
James T. Welch, ,dwinna Burrow.
Eva Williams, Warren Payne, R.,
setta Burrow, Elizabeth Killebrev..
Carrye Lee fee, Elizabeth Valentine
inithy Arnold, Bettie Sue Fry,
Phil lipie Butler, Janie Sue Shelbin
Wallace Cunningham, Harry McKin-
ney. Charles Reams. Iforry Watt .,
Virginia Bistoks, Elizabeth Fersni
son, Dorothy Gafford, Louise Hut
chens, Catherine Morris, 130(1110'
Ross, Sarah Tuck, James McKinney
Bodie Polsgrove and Lucille Allen.
ROUTE FOUR NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Howell and
Mrs. Wallace Webb were in Padu-
cah Thursday to be with Jewell
England who underwent an oper-
ation at the I. C. hospital on that day.
Shirley Jones of Detroit is visit-
ing her aunt, Mrs. Roy Howell, dur-
ing the illness of her father.
Mrs. J. P. Moore spent Saturday
with her daughter, 1Virs. J. R. Elliott
in Crutchfield.
Messrs. J. F. Ashley and A. E.
Gwynn were in Paducah Wednesday.
Mrs. T. M. Watkins is slowly im-
proving of injuries received in a
fall last Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Irvine vis
ited Mr. P. B. Via and family near
Fulghum Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Walker and
, little son, J. W., of St. Louis, are
visiting relatives ere for a few days.
Mrs. Ray Paris and baby daughter,
Dale, of Beelerton, visited Mrs. John
Howell Friday.
Warren Clapp and Miss Louise
Wade of Fulton were the Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Phillips.
Mrs. W. H. Finch and children,
Guy and Doris of near Fultol, spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. T. M.
Watkins
Mrs. Leroy Deweese has returned
to her home after a stay at the home
of Mrs. T. J. Kimbro while recov
ering from an operation.
WEYMOUTH NEWS
There will be services at MI
Moriah church each Second Sunday .
at 2:30 p. m. and each Fourth Sun-
day at 11 a. m. by the pastor, Bro.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Wright are
the proud parents of a fine baby
boy.
Mrs. Martha Cannon of this com-
munity is real sick at her sister's.
Mrs. Bettie Milner of Water Valley.
Walter Henderson is reported ill '
this week.
Mrs. Neuman Croft was in Ful-
ton Monday shopping.
Mrs. Bettie Lamb is papering her
house this week, getting ready for
Spring.
A number of ladies in this com-
munity gathered at the home of,
Mrs. Edwin Cannon on March 5th
and quilted a quilt for Mr. and
Mrs. Hardy Vaughn. who recently
lost their home and most of the
contents by fire. The names of the
ladies: Mrs. W. J. Kingston, Mrs.
Tom Jones. Mrs. Newman Croft,
Mrs Herbert Cannon, Mrs. M. T.
Cannon, Mrs. Adair Cannon, Mrs.
Everette Williams. Mrs. Carl Kin-
dred. Mrs. Doyle Phillips and Miss
Madeline and Helen Henderson.
Homer and Neuman Croft are
attending court in Mayfield this
week.
Mrs. McDade and Mrs. Joyner are
slowly improving after the wreck
• which happened in Paducah a few
days ago.
Miss Ida Mai Moore of Paducah
spent Tuesday with Mrs. Harold
Muzzall.
Mrs. Tom Jones left for Detroit
Tuesday to visit her children there.
ORDER HELM'S CHICKS NOW—
SAVE 105. —Champion Pen, Hen
Illinois Egg Contest Winner Tribune
Chick Raising Contest—Officially
Pullorum tested—Government Ap-
proved ROP Pedigreed Sired Mat-
angs. Illinois Hatchery, Paducah,
Kentucky 4tp
HORSES, MULES, MARE( AND FILLIES
I have just received a shipment of Good Horses
Mares and Fillies from the West, consisting of
100 head of good, sound, heavy-boned stock,
gentle and some are broke. They have all had
colds and distemper and are over it and ready to
go to work. I also have 100 head of good, sound
work mules. COME AND SEE this stock and
pick your choice. • I sell on 9 months credit with
good security, and deliver right to your farm by
truck with no extra charge.
W. H. BISHOP
HORSE & MULE MARKET
ANNA, ILLINOIS
NEWS, FULTON
BAKING (IIOWLATE
1'2 II- ).B.•\ R !.-Ier •
HERSHEY'S COCOA
1 POUND /4(
CAN
FOR ALL USES
2-L B. CAN ___ 9c
1-5 I.B. CAN _ _ 5c
FLOUR
KENTUCKY
_
. 11‘...:411 *C.'" -.. 0'4
/410A S 411
CALLING ALL HOUSEWIVCS
tiki) PRICES ARE LOWER'
IND EffECTIVE EVEN WY
UNTIL MARKETS CHAI4i5E
YOOL /011.95PiESA4P
*EVERY-DAY LOW ECONOMY PRILES
trEtvdi GABE
 
FANCY WISCONSIN POUND 23(
Oil 140Na PEACHES HALVED OR SLICED 1,11461 Auf
APPLE SAUCE QUICK GARNISH MEDI( 7FOR MEATS 
CA A* \' 41%
2
Af CANS Ljk
PANCAKE FLOUR AUNT JEMIMA PKG.
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE World's Largest Seller 3 LB. C7JL((1-lb. 18c)
WHITEHOUSE MILK EVAPORATED 2 TALL 111(3 Baby Cans 10c) Lu(
SUNNYFIELD FAMILY
(12-lb. bag 41c)
Self-Rising, 12-lb. Ba g 43c
24-1b. Bag . 81c
Pound 7 7
Bag 1
/ A&P FRESH MEAT MARKETS — Better MEATS AT EVERY-D.1) )11 PRICES
STEAKS FANCY BRANDED BEEF ROUND LB. 23( sIRLoiti LB. 25(
NECK BONES, 2 lbs. for 15c 
—HAMBURGER STEAK, lb. 15c
PIG EARS, 2 lbs._ 15c—PURE PORK SAUSAGE, lb. 19c
Skinned Hams
BUTT ENDS, lb. 23c
VEAL ROAST VERY
FRANKS or BOLOGNA, lb._
VEAL CHOPS, lb.
Crackers
P BREAD
Whole or
Half Lb. 22C
STRING END, 21c SLICED HAM, lb._ 29c
TENDER AND NICE POUND 15(
15c--SIGNET SLICED BACON, lb.  26e
13c—VEAL BREAST, lb. 9c
2 Lb. BOX
HAMPTON'S SODA 14c
SLICED LARGE
PULLMAN 11/2-LB
Better, Fresher LOAF'
COCOANUT BUNS, Each 5c
PERCH FILLETS, Ready to Fry, 2 lbs. 25c
DEEP SEA FILLETS, Boneless Fish lb. 10c
CRABMEAT, Fancy Pack, No. 1/2 Can 23c
CRISCO Veg. Shortening, 1-lb. can 21c 3-lb. can 59c
ST. PATRICK'S Assorted Candy, Pound ___ 10c
LIFEBUOY TOILET SOAP, 3 Bars fqr __ 17c
RINSO Gran. Soap, sm. pkg. Sc Large pkg. 20c
LUX FLAKES, sm. pkg. 10c Large pkg. 2.?e
MACARONI
=1.11111111111111111k
Bananas
Pound 5c
SWEET POTATOES, Nancy Hall, 4 lbs
GRAPEFRUIT, Large Size, 3 or.. ____ 10c
CARROTS, Beets, Onions, Radishes, bch. 5c
APPLES, Fancy Box Winesaps, 3 lbs.__ 25c
OR SPAGHETTI 7 OZ.
IONA BRAND PKG.
(ANN PAGE 214-1b. pkg. 13c)
SPARKLE Gelatin Dessert, 6 pkgs______ 26c— ANN PAGE JELLIES ,1/2-11). glass 10c
IONA SALAD DRESSING Quart Jar  29c —IONA PORK & BEANS 2 1-lb. cans 11c
SULTANA PEANUT BUTTER bulk 2 lbs. 27c —OUR OWN TEA Orange Pekoe, 1 2-lb pkg. 19c
*TUNE IN—KATE SMITH'S BANDWAGON—EVERY THURSDAY—? TO 8 P. M.—WBAS
gl&P FOOD MINS
Incorporated
1
asrasseseameaamsaimillailliallialliors
_.......kastraummulkdkairammasamins- 
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Hemphill She \v as •• I bv mes
dames Clifton Hamlett, Leon Hid •esent nad one visitor, Mrs, Anna
., chins. John Reeks, Rushton,11cElwrath of Dresden, MM. Tilt.
anti MINs Mary Kate Plowitt A %myeh:Airman, Mrs. W. E: Bell, presided interesting desiitional was given byei the business This !hide study Miss Myra Scearce.
was gi\ en hy Mrs E NI. Mathis Mrs. Clyde Fields, program leadThe meeting was dismissed w it II er for the Janne Moon Circle, w,isprayer. in charge of the remainder of the
study course. l'Inise who participat-TUESDAY NIGHT CLUB (41 were Mesdames W,$)drowMr. and NIrs. Vester ‘• ere. r,
, "itim Beadles, Malisilin Smith, MissLost and hostess to them bridge caw r., L to ld Miguel;bight at their home on 4. ..
,4.11Polt. t'41e ttevo41.'n:11 4%.4.4 t•I'Th 1E4 Street. by Miss Ann Lee CochranThe t,4141.,;. of regular club .„
ifl'IV1(1.11 h% ,essi,,l,.. ,, 1 1111•44,) 4•4 • %‘..,4. I 0.4.111 V. einovisi orograin a well-planned pot luck\\ el! Harmed poi.iiics supper 1,4.
, aippor was enjoyed in the kitchenthe vIce t•I'"rl,e` '" "1 1"""`"''‘'' 
 "? P1"1:1`'.-1". ..t the church.seesory. Ir. In,' ;1',,urt't t ,f LI 1,114e 
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\Ie., \I 4 4.44.01 \VI 144ht 44 ithtees Mrs. X'. 1, I': Is. US it it ' • \'
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 II, ss ff,f.f.h f ,. „I .1 f . A nn:, W.imed that ,!;:t. ,..,s - • se...,• ,airsine I' .1
441 t-.1tolig %%111 4,1.1red II) present 1. 7... 
1 .4 Mrs. Leon it!, at. • .1the Hickman \\*Linn-in.,- cnt;ii TVESI s11- Na•iits !
.it tIulls elm co-Iiiistess.
April The aairmall tho r;itoUl, B OF 11111S 741r: Tom Fi,e41,;o:department. Mrs. R. S ins. sirs. 3 e Davis and 11r4. I. 0. tertained her lari no 'II 1.14111a:141(uncecl an exchange progi. ini Carter '441 ii hostess to 1;rouit 
 ta•:- ,.tt Fourth Stisit
'4.4111 the Jacksnn• Tuntl-• Wen-Ian's the 1letheilist Woman's 11IssiobaryChit). An announcement was trade Seciety 11onday aftertmon at 2 30 atby Mrs Hendon Wright of the bell- t of Mrs. Davis on Eddings
efit bridge party to lie
 s' 4154 by TN' meeting was presided o%•erthe Junior Woman's Club of Fiji- by the chairman. Mrs. M. V. Bar-
ton. ris and Mrs T. J. hrianci• gave the
At the end of the business se's- Bible lesson. After the prism:nil the ,L1:14:,le,,n games I.(sum the program was in charge of social hour was enjoyed during tract were enjoyed throitightlut till.Miss Elizabeth Butt. director of the Which time the hestesse•s served re-. aft:tuition. At the conclusion highJunior Music Club, who presented freshments to the seventeen mem- score was held by Mrs. J. E. Fall w Is.the following: tiers present. received a dainty prise."Invention in A Minor" Bach-
'Die St. Patrick motif was carriedMiss Charlotte Terry. GROUP A OF \VMS out through the luncheon andVoice. "The Lamplight" and "Lux- Group A of the First Methodist b,,d
ernburg Gardens" Miss Kathleen Woman's Missionary Society met " e.Winter. accompanied by Miss Aga- Monday afternoon with Mrs. Wardtha Gayle. McClellan at hes home on I.:tidings
"Dark Eyes." arranged by John street with Mrs. lion Hill joint hos-
Thompson-Miss Phyllis Kramer. tess. The chairman Mrs. Hoyt Moore
"Morning. Moon" from Pergynt called the meeting to order and
and "Suite.' Greig. two pianos, presided over a brief business ses-Misses Sara Nell Alexander and sion.Mildred Mount. 
. The program was in charge of
•A resume of the opera was pre- Mrs. Roper Fields who conducted a
sented by the following cast: Misses very inteersting Bible study. AfterMaurine Ketcham, Marjorie Kelton, the program the hostesses servedMartha Ellen Duley, Carolyn At- delightful refreshments to the fif-kins, Ida Lucille Edwards, Mary 'teen members present with three
Mozelle Crofton, Dona Jean De- visitors. Mesdames W. E. BaucomMyer. Jane Dallas. and Betty Sue Sam Campbell and Alden Smith ofHouston. Little Rock, Ark.After the program the members
of the Junior Club served delicious 'BERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
sandwiches, cookies and tea. SOC.r.:TY IN MEETING
The Woman's Society of the CumCLUI3 THURSDAY bee Presbyterian Church metMrs. Frendon Wright delightfully in r... sthly session Monday after-e7
.:ertsained her bridge club Thurs- nosy at the home of Mrs. E. Rday night at the home of her moth- 'Ladd.er. Mrs M. L. McDade in Flighlands. The meeting was opened withFour tables of guests were pre- prayer by Mrs. E. 0 Deweese. fol-sent which incltided three tables of lowed by the devotional. The pro-club members and one of visitors. At gram was in charge of Mrs. DC-the conclusion of games of contract weese, the topic of discussion beinghigh score among club members was "Loyyalty." After a brief talk byheld by Miss Mame Bennett who her `Airs. Bob White gave an interreceived beautiful hose as prse Mrs • rsr1 q• tive article ona.. in..rtic
.,tlits ,:'". • ' I '1, I.
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ular members, ore ta.44 member, third high and received lingerie
Mrs Harvey Bondurant. and one Miss Betty Norris held fourth high
visitor, Mrs. James Carter. score and \vas presented lingerte
The next meeting will be at the An attrach‘e smoking set was. the
home of s. Homer Wilson a low score prise which was received
Mrs F 11 Berry, joint hostess. by Mrs. Jones.,
After the games the hostesses set'
'OMAN'S CLUB volt a delectable salad course.
The Woman's Chili met in iegin sin AND mils. WIT.I.INtll IA11
lar sesston Frattiv. N1.41.14 5111 :it Ow l'ERTAIN BRI1)(;F: CLUB
Tlub rooms, 44 ith t , inetuheis t and Mrs 4,1,t Willoutham 44 VI 4'
the Junior Music Chi?. ft, 1•1S I I.Nt llitl '101.1tVgg to their hi
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PICKLE'S GROCERY
PRICES GOOD FRIDAY & SATURDAY
PHONE 10I-WE DELIVER
WELL HERE COMES THOSE SLIDING PRICES
AGAIN FROM THE HOUSE OF SAVINGS
IRISH POTATOES IDAHO BIKERS 31c10 LBS. FOR
CABBAGE, Nice Green, 100-1hs. S!.72 10 lbs Hie
SWEET POT.ITOES Nice for Baking MI% :Ile
TURNIPS, Nice Home
-Grown, 6 lbs.
GREEN BEANS. Extra Fancy. 2 lbs.
ONIONS. Nice Yellow, 3 lbs.
R.4 DISHES, GREEN ONIONS, 3 bunches
RHUBARB. Nice Fresh, 2 lbs.
FRESH TOMATOES, Extra Nice, 3 lbs.
ORANGES, Nice Florida, 200 Size, Doz.
ORANGES. Nice Florida, EN Size, Dozen
9e
1 It
Poe
2e
2,c
26c
33c
GRAPEFRUIT (96 SIZE, 2 for 5c)80 SIZE, 5 for ilc
TANGERINES, Large, Juicy. Dozen ilk
APPLES, Nice, Juicy, Dozen 2lic 25e 30c
B 4V IN L, Fancy (:olden Ripe, Do:en 15c
TURNIP GREENS 11"'"E-GROW',2168- i
Q1' .11i ER OATS Regular or Quick Lc Size II" 19c
CORN, Country Gentleman. No. 2 Can. 2 for 23c
TOMATOES, No. 2 Can, 2 for I5c
110111NY, 3 Tall Cans for 25c
BREAKFAST 11 1("V, Fancy Sliced, lb. 27c
(1.-1,ERT OR LET TITE. Nice, Fresh, 2 for 15c
I RROTS, Nice Fresh Bunches, Each Sc
4881CE PLANTS, Nice Bunches, 2 for lie
•IF YOU WANT SERVICE CALL PICKLE'S
GROCERY, E. State Line, Phone 101
At 11411. \
\\ .1s tto St:\ ca club nit ill
bers and Mt' I sitor, Nirs. Vestei
Fr eernan. .An it bouquet
spring flowers formed the con ei
FIELDS-McLAURIN
A wedding of much interest to
her many friends in Fulton is that
of Miss Martha Ann Fields, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hunt, to
W. E. McLaurin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. McLaurin, both of Men-
don, Miss. The ceremony was per-
formed Sunday morning, Feb. 28th
at nine o'clock at the home of-Me
bride's parents with Rev. Joseph A.
Smith officiating.
The wedding occured before an
improvised altar with floor baskets
of foliage and soft Ilihts against a
background of tropical plants and
spring flowers They were attended
by Miss Karlene Kline and Billy
Stallworth.
The bride, a lovely blonde. wore a
suit of continental blue with silver
fox trim and gray accessories. She
wore a shoulder corsage of orchids.
Her attendant wore green crepe
with brown accessories and a shoul-
der bouquet of camilhas.
Mrs. McLaurin attended MissiSS-
ippi State College for Women at
Columbus, having graduated from
the Meridian High School.
The groom attended MilLsaps
College and Tulane Uniyers,ty and
is a member of Kappa Sigma fra-
ternity and the Junior Chamber of
Commerce. He is connected with
the J. C. Penny Company.
Immediately after the ceremony
the couple left for a honeymoon in
Florida They will make their home
in Meridian.
Out-of-town visitors at the wed-
ding included the bride's uncle.
R C. Peeples of Fulton. Sho is the
granddaughter of Mrs. Charlie
Fields of Fulton and has many oth-
er friends and relatives here who
• much happiness, having
ted I ere quite frequent 1v.
NIMBLE TitimBLE MEETING
. The Nimble Thimble Sewisg Club
entertained Monday anernoon
Mrs. Boyd Bennett at her home
•. Eddings-st. Eleven p cmbers
44 ere present with these visitors:
Mesdames Charles Button!, I. R.
N,•lon, Sterling Bennett ani J. D.
Par ham.
After an afternoon of sewing and
centests, a prize was presented to
Mrs. Milner Harpole. The hostess
served a delectable salad course in
si ells to her guests, and carried
out the St. Patrick motif in decors-
tion3 and refreshments.
The Nimble Thimble Sewing Club
of Fulton met Thursday afternoon
with Mrs. Rupert Stdley at her home
The afternoon was spent informally
Sill delightful refreshments were
hers piesent, two visitors and one
new member, Mrs N. T. Morse.
The club will meet next week at
the home of Mrs Boyd Bennett.
GROUP C OF' W1IS
served to the pine regular mem-
Group C of the Methodist Mis-
sionary Society met Monday iifter-
noon at the home of Mrs. Sue Schoe
lilt Green-st with Mrs. Vodie liar -
din and Mrs. Roscoe Wilkins. assist-
ant hostesses Twenty regular men1-
hers were prseent with one \
Mrs. Norman Terry. Mrs Ilazel
- -
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11r arid Sirs. Issais Pic4s1.•
11111111(1. flit' 1.11111 (4 a 1.1:1.
girl. l)toina Jane, born last Satin
day mottling at then- horn, in East
Fulton
Mrs Ilarry Jonakin and littio son
of tielena, Ark.. have been Visit-
ing for two weeks in Fulton.
JOAN CRAWFORD. %%I1.1 IAM
POWELL AND ROBERT MoNT
GOMERY Co-STAR FOR IlltsT
TIME IN "THE I,AST OF lKI.
CHEVNEV" AT THE ORPHEI'M
STARTING SUNDAV.
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney,"
opening Sunday at the Orpheure
Theatre, brings together for the first
tune the three stars who, singly.
have contributed to the screen three
of the year's most successful and
-
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1111/1.11 1111. tt 1111 it deft
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STOMACH ULCERS
ofe HYPERACIDITY
DEFINITE RELIEF OR
MONEY BACK
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Bennett s III 1114 store
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Everything, for EASTER
COTTON CHICKS
1c •"" "" 5c
EASTER RABBITS
- 10c
EASTER BASKETS
5( - 10c
EGG DYES S - 10c
II • hill 10
I isr rr 141.ii that
iiiiiPiNG RABITS
10c„„
NI.111% •I • le, .it
thrsi• mit es
SHREDDED PAPER
\rt-tfurl Ill line the
Easter baskets.
FIBER (ARTS
Burks. Bunnies and Chicks loc
pull these carts.
BALDRIDGE'S
5c-10c-25c STORE
TIIE BEN FRANKLIN STORE FULTON, KY.
•triP•••
MARCH 21-22 L0.11BARD & MAC.111*RRAI in Swing High, Swing Lou."
SUN.-MON. ORPHEFM MARCHTUESDAY •rut THFAmffowireve.47, picrL2ts 14-15-16
FUN AHEAD WITH THESE 3,.•
Liqht-hearted laughter . light-fingered larceny as Bob
•sk, 1r, biH MdtCh WAS and wise-cracks to wrn the heart
of *kbairlfli gra /roca the
who's."' 1) owl or earn a mil-
' bons les saws111
*c4
"RANK
MORGAN 4_)...RALPH• Nigel BRUCE
from the Play by FREDERICK LONSDALE
Directed Ey RICHARD BOLESLAWSKI • Produced by
LAWRENCE WEINGARTEN
4
Allcutz§oldayn 11 ret. PICTURE
•
WEDNESDAY UNIV
MARCH 17TH
HATS OFF
TO THE FASTEST LAUGH
FEST OF TIIE MONTH!
'MR. CINDERELLA'
WITH
JACK HALEY
BETTY FURNESS
Arthur Treacher
0111111‘;
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'
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C,,iseynei
THURSDAY - FRIDAY
• March 18-19
• Last year's surprise star in
4r; this year's wonder show!
BOBBY BR [EN
-
'RAINBOW ON THE RIVER"
May Robson - Charles Butterworth
BUCK-NITE AMATEUR SHOW EVERY WEDNESDAY &SATURDAY
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A (Wind) Break for Him
By FRED HARMAN
A Law, ovER
-Tviis QAIL 1"14' 314oaf CUT
‘..lcuL0 -TAKE "--
PLY.) IF CAA Picis, UP cot-sq
-sQp.c../csii.ir,(.. OW E ‘,4t 1.41 16412‘.
Just Intro-mat
A dumb itt & girl and her
were discussing the boy fr,c '
the former.
"The only thing I don t like about
him," said her friend, "is that he's
too rough."
"Hu isn't rough." replied the
youi.g man's sweetie "Ile's just in-
formal."
Sounds I.ike It
"How long di css the train slot,
here?'' the old lady asked of the
guard.
"Stop here?" answered the func-
tionary. "Oh, four minutes From
two to two to two two "
"I wonder.' mused the old lady
'if that man thinks he is the
whistle?"
-Exchange
Explained
Brown (visiting friend in hospital)
- By Jove, old man, I couldn't be
neve it when I heard you were in
hospital! Why, only last night I
saw you with a very pretty blonde
Victim-Yes-so did my wife.-
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114n114.:-, A 11ROCK [1.0(41146 firs rictIVE-
- WAN', SE .1019tits OM 51'n/t‘ MOVE
III AND rEELINO '6-rts1141 DRIVER 040 APPEARED
Irlal tOOMES1 WM% C.,01N6 lb ISE UNREASONABIE
COULDN'T INIVIR OF ANYErttke ELSE IS DO fatal:4'
h • 110 i. •"á-.'- 1•• KELT' ON GOING -
By L L. S11 ‘i Nsi•N:
Manhattan Side-Show Bob Bench.
fry . . pausing by a theater mar-
quer, whieh is advertising his latest
movie short. . and critically in-
specting his photographs displayed
there . . . Sylvia Sidney and Doug-
hy; Montgomery lunching at the Al-
gonquin . . Katharine Carlisle toy-
ing with Swedish hors d'oeuvres
at the Valhalla. . A cute, but sad-
eyed lass at the Edison Green Room
bar bemoaning her inability to land
a job in the theater. . . "My moth-
er's so darned old fashioned she
won't let me work for the Minsitys,"
she complains bitterly. . . Francis
Lederer and Margo applauding at
the debut of Eva Ortega at Club
Guacho . . Minor and Root, two of
the town's better ballroom dancers,
walking along Fifth avenue out of
step!
• • •
Short Story: She came to New
York from away nut West at the
heguining of the fall. Her ambition
was to go on the stage and like so
many others, she had star dust in
her eyes. Again, like so many oth-
ors who come here similarly blind-
,•,1, her purse was thin. Back home,
he'd worked in a millinery shop.
'Weary of tramping from agent to
:,gent, she got a job making hats.
one of the shop's customers is an
;,ctress, somewhat well-known.
When the youngster learned her
ilentity, she had a heart to heart
'ilk with her. At the conclusion
'he actress asked her how much
-he got and was told $35 a week.
At that the actress wanted to know
if there wasn't another opening in
that shop. In the last five years
her earnings have averaged less
than $15. The little girl from the
West is plying her needle content-
edly since back home her weekly
pay was $15.
• • •
Names and Events: Early this
year the namer of rooms-his iden-
tity seems to be a closely guarded
secret-at the Hotel Montclair be-
stowed on the new banquet hall,
the title of "Spanish Room." When
the decorators were about halfway
through with their work, the Span-
ish civil war broke out and good
taste made such a designation ta-
boo. Accordingly, the room namer
decided to redecorate and call the
ball the "King Edward VIII Room."
And when the room was about fin-
ished. King Edward abdicated. So
someone else took a hand and sup-
plied a name, which pays uninten-
tional tribute to a ron:!ern prophet
of coming events. It's now the
''Crystal Room."
• • •
Pet Peeves: Ripe olives... Long-
winded commercial radio announce-
ments. . . Latecomers in theaters.
... Cauliflower... Writing "Mama-
roneck" or "Hamtramck" on the
typewriter. . . Bridge hand post-
mortems. . . Theater hat checkers.
... Red fingernails... Press agents
who try to wisecrack and don't
quite make it. . . Dirty post card
peddlers... Autoists who race their
motors as I am passing. . . Door-
men who slam taxi doors when no
tips are forthcoming. . . Snooty
waiters.
• • •
Single Tracks: There are many
specialists in New York. A big
downtown establishment handles
nothing but celery. There are stores
where only pork is sold and others
that deal solely in sausages. On
the Stock Exchange, there are op-
erators in single lines of securities.
In the wholesale district, I spotted
a store that sells buttonholes. But
over on Ninth avenue, I found a real
specialist. He deals only in garlic.
• • •
Yelling for Dear Life: Included
in the foregoing list should have
been Phyllis Bolce. She makes her
living screaming. As a federal thea-
ter project player, she screams only
once a performance and for that
receives S23.87 a week. She has
earned $50 a scream, however. That
was in a Joan Crawford picture
of years ago. What with retakes and
ali, her s.-reams brought her $1,000.
• 11.11s,ndicnie. —WNI: Service.
Wildest Stows Away
London. - It took 14 men and a
bottle of chloroform to subdue a
wildcat which was found in the
hold of the Royal Mail Line cargo
steamer Highland Brigade when the
vessel arrived here. It is believed
the cat boarded the vessel and hid
in the hold while the ship was in
Buenos Aires,
Hat Gets Red Ribbon
to Cap Wanderings
Mt. Vernon, 0.-E. W. Long,
Mt. Vernon theater manager,
wears a red ribbon around his
hat because it has been taken
from a restaurant three times by
mistake. Each time it was taken
by a traveling man who re-
turned it on his next trip here.
The first time it went to New
York, next time to Columbus, and
the next time to Chillicothe, 0.
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11..'s Int;
CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
11'e can take ii is' Of your electrical trool.;.
Ser‘ice and t oniractoot.
Satimfaclion Cuaranteed. We hid II years
• p. r lent. in the Irk maintenance and
or ice a ork. I &iIl 771
CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
h:. R. NIcIllt114
nwirrit sTitEET FULTON, 1%1
V!Crf US AT THE NEW
TEXACO SERINCE STATION
On West State Line Street, Fulton, Ky.
Where you get that world renowned Texaco Fire Chief Gasoline,
Texaco Motor Oils, Certified Lubrication 75c, Washing 75c,
Goodrich Tires and Batteries on easy payment plan. No money
down and terms to suit
BENNETT SERVICE STATION
\Nl51 CHAS BENNETT
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PRINTING & SUPPLIES
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ruiToN NEWS
PHONE 470
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YEAR IN, YEAR OUT
EAT AT
LC WE'S CAFE
0,y sly - .1.re Lake St.. Fulton. Ky.
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
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linicanized !And Re-Tread Tires
C. V. CANCARI TIRE" SHOP
Hit 14. III sIRE.1-.1 1st mins
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ILI ItItEll FARE I I to .11 51 s
BUY YOUR COAL
From Us and Get the Rct
Prompt Service
CITY COAL COMPANY
TELEPHONI. l AND
NEED MONEY?
If you are in need of money. we are making short-
time loans. We invite you to consult with us, as wu
can hell) you solve your financial problems.
LOANS MADE TO RELIABLE PERSONS
QUICK SERVICE
JONES LOAN & INVESTMENT CO.
FURNITURE IS OUR !WITNESS
WfIc!.
;in 1,or.i-,h .1,, it 9'
NEW AND USED FruNirn -RE
REP IR I N(.-UPHOLSTERING
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National Topics lnterprcted
by William Bruckart
Washington. — I suppose most
members of congress will deny it,
but there certainly
Political in every evidence
Dynamite of an agreement,
itt understanding.
to let President Roeserelt's radical
coot t refortn legislation stew until
the country is heard from. There
no doubt in toy mind nor in the
minds of other observers here that
representatives nod senators are
anxiously awaiting word from their
constituents because if any issue
ever was loaded with tuilitical dyna•
mite, the plan to pack the Supreme
court of the United States with six
additional judges surely contains
highly explosive elements.
The facts I have mentioned in the
above paragraph explain largely
why there are so many senators and
house members who remain non-
committal on the issue. They want
to know which way to jump. Actu-
ally, I believe as many as half of
them are going to try to determine
which band wagon they ouglit to
ride—whether they ought to go
against the President or for him.
In other words, the spot they are
now on is not nearly so hot as' the
one upon which they may find them-
selves if they guess wrong at this
time. No politician will ever jump
from the frying pan into the fire
knowingly.
In the meantime, the debate
rages. Out and out supporters of
President noose% cll, the kind of men
s..ho follow into hlind!y• beoause he
is their leader, and the extreme tas
po-ition type who are against the
President taatardless of Ina posit:on
haulaig far attention. The
radio beinit used to :in extent as
ere - it. if not eieater, than occurred
In the last catimaien. These who
nre cilia' 1.-f for or a 9:;1 199St the
Preradent's forin rronositain are
anxious to sustain their positions
and the remainder of the national
leer:latiire creme! on the more
I,. !I reenthers in order that those
rr-t tr.ide tip their minds
(...n t:,ke vaadt e ilg of word from
Li. k rre:c
In Vat nreantirne. :15 v. IL ore
ara prop., J.: and oounler-I
seel;:n..: Few 4 ft01•11
)14IVC :.71y (1( te .I •t of
minds. Thea- sicresors emertain
hopes that son:et:ow. 51/1.1015 lore
they will gain a streak of hgl.t that
will guide them through to a Ft...per
answer politIcally.
There ha,: l•fam toffy one plan for
giving the federal government more
power that can possabiy be de-
Fcrihed as sound. That is the origi-
nal proposition by Senator Eel inson
of Arkansas, the Democratic leader
of the senate, who annottneed early
in the session of congress that he
favored an amendment to the Con-
stitution. While. Senator Robinson
did not then say so. nor has he said
so since, the truth is that he and
many others would like to see the
people of the country have an op-
portunity to pass upon any prt eram
that would change the country's ju-
diciary. The President regards this
method as too slow. He thinks that
any changes which he desires ought
to be made at once and holds that
the tremendous majority by which
be was re-elected gives him author-
ity to do so. Yet, as the picture
now stands, there is every prospect
of considerable delay and from the
way I analyze the circumstances,
delay will provide the vast majority
of voters with an opportunity for
determination of the Auestion which
is vital in this case: Does the coun-
try want to keep an independent
system of courts or does it want to
establish a precedent by which
this admanstrat an or any other ad-
rninistratsin 4•an influence those
courts to do the bidding of the na-
tion's Chief Exemtive?
• • •
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the Nit.% (111(1 I: 1.11111 relief
plan under the agricultural adjust-
ment administration. Yet, neither
of these relorm tneamuics stilt iii the
test oh workability, neither hod been
drafted 11;14Ill Otillit'r iitioViledge cit
the ends they were to serve nod
neither did justice to all of the
ple. It was only natioal, theref.•,
that they should fall by the w.4)
side.
These two laws are rated because
they are the outstooding examples
cit etnotinnal legislation. There are
many others. ii mat of theta not as
bad. But lately one offshoot of the
NitA has arisen to ph igue llie ad-
ministration. I refer to the so.ealled
Walsh-Healey law.
In order to refresh menviries, let
nie explain that the Walsh-Healey
law prohibits the federal govern-
hunt from buying products of mills
or factories, or any flint of labor,
unless the supplying contractor has
(vomited with the same minimum
hours and wages that were a part
of the old NRA codes. Unless the
contractor agrees to produce the
material which the federal govern-
ment is buying in accordance with
those terms, Ins bid must be re-
jected under the la w .
When the Walslellealey law was
passed, there were comments heard
in several quarters that the time
would come when the government
itself would regret the legislation.
That time has arrived.
Everyone is aware, of course. that
Great Britain has started on a naval
t.iimilihunignfogram under which it
will expend aonroxonately seven
and a half hillion dollara in the next
lit.' years. American poIrcy always
has called for matching the BritHh
Pity ship by Ono. Fifteen years
:um when the Harding ditairmatneot
proeram was written into treaty
form, we destroyed :Ally!: !..0 that our
tonnage vas the same as that of
Great Britain. Now, with the world
in a turmoil, with Great Britain Im-
mune:mg an unprecedented building
Pro:train in order to protect its vast
colome-• and 4lominion fri mutoto.re-
s,on, the need arises for a hu:Iding
up of ear navy again. At lea:a
that is Mr. Boa -ovelt's \ace: and he
has wide suprort for it.
• • •
To build up the navy require.. vast
alt. --'.1-- of steel and other prodo,
if uainstry. M-.
of the naval bui'a-
ing will be done in
the navy's
yards. Thus, it has come to •
that the navy hiss been unable to
obtain steel and ether equipment
since the manufacturers of the
needed equipment are not willing to
subject themselves to the terms of
the Walsh-Healey law. In some in-
sthnces where the navy has sought
to buy material, the manufactur-
ers have refused even to mal-e an
offer or state a price at which they
would sell the required material and
there is a very real possibility that
unless the Walsh-Healey law is re-
pealed or dodged, our navy build-
ing program may have to come to a
halt.
Te reason for this condition is
that the Walsh-Healey law, with its
prescription on nnnimum hours of
labor and wages would place a bur-
den on industry that it cannot bear
and return it cost of production.
The government, as a buyer, is a
tough customer in any event. Its
specifications are always more diffi-
cult than is the practice in industry.
Add to that, then, the requirement
that men may work only 30 hours
a week and that their pay shall not
be reduced from the rate of their
compensation when they were work-
ing 40 hours a week and you have
burdened any manufacturing estab-
lishment with a load that will break
its back.ck.ignow.
the Navy department
is trying to find a way to get around
the provis:ons of the Walsh-Healey
law. President Rootrevelt has said
nothing publaly concerning his atti-
tude but there are many wk.() beheve
he himself feels the law is not work-
ing out the way it was intended.
It is quite a distance, of course,
from the 1Valslallealey law to the
present controversy under Mr.
Roosevelt's plan to pack the Sit-
plume t mot with six now jud:zes if
one still--s Ins examination of the
two 0nie,.:1,ous at the yart,loe. It
t  din :tu.., i sc vet-. 1, 1-1.1. a di
Feet matia
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DEPUTY of the DEVIL
By Ben Ames Williams
SYNUI'SIS
Dr CiferlIng. • wealthy arid I•lented
Middle •ge.t NIH aeon, is po d til seeni•body siuseinaltrral armlets M'ellaltars117 Ile
van wish Ini 411410411111g •1111111.1 1111141 Vto
trapper, and hay.. the wish fulfilled tared
ION 1111•1111 le• sarrell. • *venny ottioness
friend •1 his roan agi , aim tr Ils min he
lieerx tip 'famish.. Nancy and %maid
gnarly her lit Ineerlifirt 1111.411131 p.tells jet 81.11 lir alas isCitat field tra,resfronseyel, IN 111 Irrye urns litit al lotte an
• 1,0.110 01/111 ...414/1 all tip,. I lloy ply
lie., pill.I 111..0 • ilipy ,11,44.tos .11.11 I 110.44
114111 lIt 4.1411. 111 .S.114$ ti,tlpllig to lie, lel hti
about It N4111'y lo has been Pla 1 Mg "
with Ilan 1114f noon all. fter lalbr
alte bad beef, (Flaying *Ills iv still Wend
II 0' ktinas Mos 1/1 111111 111" 41111 1 411111All Iv 111,1 11Wi..1 4111111/111111 11111/ h111 11.11.4 1 1.111111
g•VM 141111 .811 4 mmii., lilt 11111141111 .1//11.11
he 1111111111.‘ 111' 111,5 11 1111 1,11114 .a.
could roitosh II ho 1111111 .,i111111•11k it 114
• 
11,14111.111.11 11 0111 1111 oN an ill
ve. 11.1r lotto tool 1,141,1 41,111,14 I Mt •
(4,c,.01//144 Clually ropsi Ille
mysterious dredirielior. ol 11.e slaturdIr 11,1.duchrf frt.. pal'. 111.s. Pa Jetts II a Walk 11.
111111 iv N.114.1, II,, thr way 11, .1 111111111baiD • cal cuts Ill hum II (iterslino dr
•nerily ihe 14 'tip that the Mile I
N./J111 111,1k 111• 111 tit Art irisliiiii later an
arentent sees. • ni AM.'S Up',sipN 1 11 11,4.
11.11.1..11N Al 14..• 14111111,1 I re Gorr ,iirrr oreel
Viol Cat 11.1e I Is,,s tallier mod his (laughter !Oar y %on III 1.1eerling 111 11111 Irt1111
1,1.111IV 
 At,,, 111111 111 4 5111 111.J1 14111 ..a•
to 1 11.11111g 11- 1111 111... 1.41 1141.. about tire de
alt uction ol the statuette slat he (inmates
Ii mighl have boon ea.,roa hv a potterari,.1,•• a .raoselina mi.tchietI.1.1• RIM 11
liter ding pre', molt to Nato., 1 ve I to• lito, to
1,1•11on to !Lill Mt/le 11-11111.1111.11 Ili k1/1 1).
Ann Dr 1;1 1.1.1111111 111/1111.111 h11 to take a
piontion in his .nliee Fventually he laid*lie lovi her fetich ensitinues to see Nan
ev, whose love for Dan is utiehunged rue(des d111191 1111.11s• Ihe Curlislea to dinner Dr
vireeding discusses with Pret Carlisle Itiv
*Wipe( of -poltergeists the doctor tell
log 4.1 some. of his ..own 11%14.1 1111171.11. 1,111 at•bibilting them In • friend Pint CAI lisle
1111111111.11114 "Ile who eats with the Devil
'Hill Pale loam " The droner partv
1qt 24 
Is intro olden by ii call fur th Greening
Duns • neighboring town Ile rocs Slaty
Ann to IteCompany  
 On the ride to
see the patient, (needing IN extremely nap.
py Ile Invites Mary Ann to visit then
Roomier twine 111 is late when they latish
the Nancy is disquieted slum to- kiSMA
1111 hand on patting Slim Greening op.
laalds him when he returtd boon M.sty
Ann seeks to leave Gteeding's (mono),
ment II.. masks his real Interest In hid
anti is•I Ira les bet to stay Sits Grecd,
bigNancyand Nancy go to the lake to open the
mummer houae Jetrell M,ntiong Nancy s
Interest In Dan to Dr Grecilinii. but he
assures him it Is only stinefliC1.11 and he
taliltra Jerre!! to viol their stir lllll ;dace
• fur a W.1.4.441.11,1 1)1 Gief.41414”.: a. anuoted
to lind liari it p, Wire- Dan lea.'es. Dr.
C104,11411'. MVO., Nancy and Jarrell to do
• Nt'el tto,te 4,1,101 10..•41.1111! .terrell proves rib
treinely itimmert li.ek in the city. Greed.
Inn marieuvi.rs to be invited to dinner by
Mary Ann
Ala
lee
•
*1
4
/a.
 essemeslmllialilliessees,
Italy did ili DOA Silly aft WW1 oh
the vet 1111thl tirgethei, ol
commenpluce thiegs. but /toll Iv.
HMI It0f111.1 I11.1'/1 SlIttlit I'S
1 1 1.111 111,1, '1.51 1' litnea whell tt,•,.i I,
CUM.! tumbling to filM ips und le
(bullied utisponell might de
lett. his rife, 1 iii evil centred have
Itihitlal Ullef 1106 6' Ill the emit. but In
WWII/nil!, le, 11 11 11 11',1 11 1/11 the
walk le hoed al the siiiise
"'Their. 1...1 1 119 •‘.1 %1 .1 1 1 A1111
.11111 iii"., is, gii 11.1% .1 I fl 'Ile 11.111
I)", III! GI III/11111A 01i PIn
1 II kotsI bight " h.' de, PI"
hill I will). get iihing
t UM "
'Not retrael et 0.41 IfIVI HIM VIII 19.
41it. asked Woo knit v. heti the%
calor to the 'loot Iiikethel It taw.
tertell nut Plidessia (".41 hale, whip
appeered
Jettell • eye.. met the r ipf pactlit
the 1 1.1. 11 11,1.1 .0.1 1 Mt
dal lllll it !twilit'?it equal
ly %tattled
J 1111 hell.'
Ilki, I ,i1. .1 a. II I IIIing
Then dui tell a a
iy "Good esera
heilo. Ned " •1
Ilan Ali home.'"
She ',hook 114.1 p.. al "Nu No.
Iii S Ill NI'W ',le, Won't be
tack till SliFidift, \rid heft WM*
is', to Dingo, fltetslitie "I in sorry
out plait* &On I ilia., Deem' It
Ii iist be out of cooler l'oo toad you
had to corm. way 'vet hoe. but
'II tie ready at stlf Ill the Morft
tag
I). stair Gr.:citing. perceiving that
via otectirig limi. lea LI meek
delight They were thus brought In
allia .ce te deseive Ja t tell ate' lie
said readily:
"It's quite all right I tussled the
Walk. Anil I'll have Thomas pick
you up at "
Greviline nodded, waiting, but
Jerrell made no movement e
-and Doctot Greedieg war. by
Mary AruSs deoeption left with no
pi pleat to stay.
His Ii 'he was calm es he bid the
two good night, but he walked away
from the house in a deep tur•
moil of conflicting emotions. Theze
was a sturin of passion in the man-
of anger at Mary Ann, for permit-
ting Jerrell to stay thus alert with
het, in the empty house. He ti aght,
absurdly, of chiding her next day, of
uttering some admonition
But she might remind bin, that it
his own presence there involved nip
Indiscretion, certainly she could re-
ceive Jerrell This thought. that Jer-
tell might freely pay Mary Ann
vdiatever attention he chose. swept
"Of course." she agreed, and they through Doctor Cgreerlita like a
wont out to the car. storm; Mrs. Greeding, from that
Doctor Greeding found himself, I rnornent became in his thoughts like
diming the days that intervened, full an iron chain that fettered him and
of a lively anticipation. When at held him bound,
about seven o'clock on Thursday
evening he rang her bell. Mary
Ann herself opened the door; but
she did not at once bid him enter.
CHAPTER V-Continued
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So they rose; set he std as a
reminder: "Thur.:day night. then.
It's settled?"
.5 kvi.itd
'Ailed('
1.41 "is
CHAPTER VI
Doctor Greeding did not sleep
Ile saw that she was flushed and that night at all tie was shaker,
warm, and he said, smiling: and trembling and perspiring; yet
"I can see you've been standing he felt cold, and he presseci his
over a hot stove!" teeth together to prevent thed chat
She said in a confused hesita- tering . . .
tion: "As a matter of fact, it isn't
just that I'm-hot. Doctor Greed.
trig. I'm a little embarrassed, too self-restraints He is molded andPence those blushes." And she oetermined not sc much ey theexplained. "You see, I expected things he does as by the things heFather to be at home tonight; but refrains from doing. Doetot Greedthere's some distinguished foreign- ing had so long held lintisela under
er or other, visiting Professot Mid- discipline that it had become auts
matte to do so; he had molded
himself into a proficient surgeon
into a devoted husband, into a wise
and indulgent father. He had come
tc think of this individual whom
he had created as himself, his es-
sential sell.
But tonight he recognized the tact
that this aonventional and respecta-
ble individual was not himself, but
a mask which he presented to theready ano it seemed a shame to woild Behind this counterfeit pre-waste it!" sentrnent there lived another man,
"Of course, •" he agreed. "And told and ruthless and passionate.
now that I'm here, I've nu notion of driven by appetite, drunk with de-
pot staying. It's a long time since sires so long restrained
I've been considered-dangerous.
She could not well send him away.
To do so would only serve tc lend
dleton, and he called Kati or half
at hour ago, and asked hint over to
dinner. And Father went."
She added honestly: "he told
me to telephone you and out oft our
spaghetti till some other time "
He said, shrewdly amused and
pleased: "But you dale•t!" And
h stepped past her alto the hall.
She confessed, slowly closing the
door: "Why. I hid it started al.
Man's character is built a! many
leticences, of an infinite number of
Ile lay sleep'. ss all that night,
twitching on tua L like one racked
by pain; and at work next day heimportance to the unimportant. So was somber-eyed and frowning. Ev-
she laughed and said: "Spaghetti en Mary Ann remarked this, she
isn't very romantic I'm afraid! said to him when they Wele alone:
Come on out to the kitchen, and I'll "I'm afraid my spaghetti didn't
put an apron on you, and you can i agree with you?"
help." "Oh, yes," he assured her shortly
The prepatation of supper amused She watched hint. -I persuaded
them both; they laughed together Mr. Jerrell to stay and eat the rest
and were gay While thay sat at of it," she explained,
table, they talked at random, and "Ala' as assented tit a grim tone
4 afterward he helpeo her with the The girl was distill bed ''l hope
dishes; hut when the Rachel. was 50L1 didn't mind my Pi 'tending you
all put to h t t SI OM „; loose wets there on business.'" she said
ends, not quite cei tan) what next to 'I thought you might 'mete, at SO.'
do. He sped shortly: "I wasn't in this
"Now it I ,vere a policemah, and east ashamed of having dined well
YOU were a cook, or even a second You, Mary Ann."
maid," he suggested. "we might "I was afraid Mr. Jet tell wculdn't
walk out together. cm go to the mov- ' understand."
it's, or find a place to dancel I "Was it tor my sake alone that
feel that aetnething of the sort is , you-feat ed his ill opinion?" he
almost i.eque (et of us." asked, in almost angry challenge.
''l think it weer!! be much more She looked at him in quick sur
comfortable to lust sit on the side prise at his time on guard, yet als,
porch." she decided "It's dark amused. "Oh, of course I've ni
enowth now so you needn't te afraid owe reputation to consider. too '
of being compromiseol" she said-and turned quickly 8VgaV
"I don't feel in the least repre- He found no further opporturms
hensild a or dangerous," he said re for speech ;tame with her that after
aasurina v "I'm too well led. Just noon; and when he left the office,
sittin ig i suit me perfectly '• the man was read, to risk any folly
 Aborraamsamirorrea..':
III ill 411. 4 tu, ....• her again, s, alimitmil
the daintier. hot hist weld might
haat t masted 111°1114M, Without or
dies, tisik the rieut lap the Lake,
but the 11,1 p1 1 oideted ljliii lust to
slot, at the e'dihNirs'.
Maly Ann Has riot ut home, hoW
evel. lPote C6111511. 'Mosel!
IIIC II, the deer, and Pia rill
tit etstitig uskeil lot het . Ills
011..441d1 sla ill to seek i pretext lei
. pull Proles...a Carlisle said
-I its sm I she s dindig with My
/el i all Shall I give her some ties
Dining %int Jei Doetot
';ievdmit shook ill llidl 1.4.(11(1
though SI stiong wind blew tl 141 olt
hunt, tAlt Ile Ilialidget1 ifr speak east
ly "It's not itttpsiu i,iiut ' he said
'I was ilea slatting hit the Luke
Unit /dipped by on the Wily; titi 1 1•11114
CUM Wall till ',
NI 11 1 y Atiti [mild difit.
Jet 1611 a 'thew iii ov (acme criticism ,
aim lie und Jertell were ot a like
Lige, of an equal stature both merit
l'he only drfTerence netwevi them
lay in the tact tliat-Jerrell s wife
ewe dead, while Nivea was iilive!
While Myra was alive! His
lurk thoughts focused there.
At the last village helore reaching
'Ile lake. he bade Thomas telephone
toe island sc that a boat weuld
meet thrao ut the landing l'he
chaulleur pulled up oppesee the
lights of a drug-suite; and Doctor
Gteeding also alighted us touch
be( ause lie could aut hear imietiiin
liv lo: any other reason. While
Thomas vois at the phone, lie bought
a box ot candies Meta iiked candy
"Mrs the...dine will conic It the
landing sir," the tool reported
Dock): Unreeling nodded "All
..ight,' he said. tolling his tones un-
der control,
file car turned intu a gravel road
tortuous and winding. and Thomas
drove more slowly now. There
Doctor Greedink Did Not Sleep
That Night at All.
y u.
So the chauffeur pulled up, and 
ate alai m. Nancy and Dan stood an
exultantly upon this thought. TruthDoctor Greeding alighted. With the 
instant motionless Then Nancy tan
11.1l ugh the billiard-room toward e could not be Coulee:ere C. cer-Lox of candy under his arm, he the clams, and Dan came running mainly; a black and terrifying co-went on down to the lake shore The door into the big south bed .ncidenue. But nothing more. ItThe boat approached, its bow • :-oom which Doctor and Mrs Greed. would be madness to think other-light shining red and green; Mrs. • ing shared was open; Nancy came . "se' iii- wife was dead and griefGreeding swung it tr to the land- to the door and saw him bending must be his portion. But not fear!ing, 
over her mother, who lay across And suddenly-his fears thus as'"hot in town?" she asked, the bed -suagedhe grieved because Myra"Rotten," he saic harshly. The girl, in her terror, cried was dead, and %yaps for her, and"Where's Nancy?" meaningless words. Then Doctor tears were hls easement,"At the E'ristees'," she said. "Dan (TO flf. (OS 1151 f.nisireeding, even while he made au-turned up this afternoon, on his tomatic elTarts at .esuscitation,way back to Boston, and they've said harshis . Natural Icebox in Newall gone to picnic down the lake. "She's dean, Nancy!" 
Mexico's Lava Depositscook supper on the beach." "Dead?" Her voice ail: a hollowAt this mention of Jan's name. atuaper. A lava bed whose surface is un•Doctor Greeding thrust the clutch 
-She must have :twated on a piece , pleasantly warm to the touch doeslever viciously forward, and the not seem a likely setting tot a de-boat leaped ahead. "Tired?" she windows, quick!"
of candy,' lie panted. "Open the
posit of perpetual ice Yet in justasked "You seem tired." 
"They're open, Do:tor," Dan told such a locality, where the brazen
"I had a hard week," he agreed Pini I New Mealesn sun beats down uponthen they cleared the point of the Nancy brought whisky a. a glass. a surtace which once was moltenhigh terrace built ow into the lake .Ind Doetot (needing forceu it be. stone, n deposit of perpetual icein front of the house. and saw the tween Mrs Greeding s set teeth: it toes exist, says Natural History.hoatheuse lights. :pilled as though out of an over Signboards lead the traveler to aHe eased the throttle shut; tit( !owing •lip When he saw this, he volcanic sink, an atm opt depressionooat slowed the broad bow settle,. 'topped his effotts and stood erect A an entunated depth of seventy•down into the water, checkno ...king down at his wife's body •ive feet This was produced when atheir way They ,irifted easily inti Ind then at his daughter. He put natural tunnel in the lava bedthe slip He turned .,11 the ignition as arms around the girl. caved in The tunnel was caused by
and the engine died, and he steppe() "Nancy, she's gene." he said the fhwtne away 01 Molten lavaout on the wharf. Thomas was arokenly, ano helti net close: from the lewer part of the bedmaking the boat fast a bow and You'll have to be the steady on( after the upper surface had cooledstern, lie said: "Good night, Thom Nancy. You're all I've got left
now." 
, inldtshaprtetiseit•ireied' ma near the hot sur-Mrs. Greechng climbed out of the . She stood erect in his arma, n, lace of the ground depends pra-t oat, and they went up the winding ' a at ioing in her; but ante a me !tardy upon the fact that lava ispath toward the house together merit releasing herself, she turnee unong Natio e s most efficient ternDoctor liteeding and Mrs Greed e. the bed Her mother s garment: reratute traulatots The lava conmg came to the big empty house . wet e ihsoldeted She straightene. 'inns an infinite number of minuteThe living-mem was lighted, and them Iler fathre helping they laii. 'ores and cavities, anti the deadthe billiard-room. Then steps ech- I Mrs. Greeding's body decently I air in them hinders the transmte-oed hollowly. She kissed him. 1 
away. 
Then Doctor Gamine; drew Nancy ' qon of neat througe the stone from"Would you like some supper- 1 the sun.
aria end t Ill it in something.
Ile sh(olk his head "I'll swItn."
II,' said 'Tin still hot font town
How iihow your* She nese' peewit
lit night. and lit. expected her re
((1511 She shriek tier head
ill. went .4w:taus ilime while she
stayed helew There "Myru, will
vier brine me my trunkri?"
She said. unitised. "You're the
most tielples :ler heard her
(ening tip the stims heard tier go
out on the balcony and an return
!she the operi ding WilY
Ilia swimming tiunks ill her hand
Ile took 1114.111.
"I brough: you a box of eately,"
iie said cuttly. -There 11t) hit. Iii
"
She was fond of tweets. She
loosed the wrappings. ripened the
hex -Bless veu.' -lie You
?levet forget de you Neill I know
I shouldn't eat thonll but-"
She Heise a earamei Ile hiittoresi
the trunks She put the piece of
candy in her mouth; and mumbling
the words, she iisked casually:
"Whim did you see this week"
This hick of hers speaking when
lei mouth was full always exam
perated tom; it acted 111,w like a
delohatot on he. bottled urger.
"1 had (linnet v ith Mary Ann
list night.- lie said, willing to an.
'toy her,
She post
-sled: "Ned, was that
wise? It takes so little to start
talk."
"Talk! Talk! Talk!" lie raided-
en, his eyes red and wrathful. "I'm
sick to death of your talk! I wish
vored-"
She seemed suddenly to choke,
as though on Die ....Indy in her
mouth. The Doctia stales at her in
swift dawning wale, standing lie
took one %tut) nu% ard per; then, his
tece pale, tie fins white, wlele she
coughed, stt a rig lute he went
abruptly out of the rooni, down to
the little Leach where they wet e
accustomed to swim
Ile hoist into the water' with a
sort of violence, like a man break
dived illId SWUM Mid PI
1 14 cutups 14 'Aril 64'10)(4 v.h trret r 
liefar
out from the shore.
When he came to the surface,
he heard A motorboat approaching
It rounded the peitit of the island,
its exhaust suddenly loud arid near
at band. Doctor Greeding swam Knowing it. blundered into trees.
back toward the welch, to be clear still stumbled on.
He went mill around the islandut its course; and a moment later I
the heat slid past hint into the eine- thus heedless r•f anything except
the desire to oe alone. to rode Thenty slip, and the engine died. As he
Retched the beach Naiicy, a white he came to where the path crossed
•-•H mv in the darkness, came up an open ledge, and paused there,
• •i ith with Darr at her shoulder, panting, peering turtivelv all emelt.
rector Gi eeding's vorec was calm Shadows surrounded iurn on thtee
• ,teady as he called: "Hullo sides; the &els water sli.mhered at
' Lis feet. The very stbeaies, and
e..,. had not seen hint. "Oh. you, the black viaitee, seemea to his ter-
lasaer !'• she cried, startled at this ier-riddcn fency 011,!' nit: flu
,.; Zit ition. shapes: yet he could brave them.
-Yes." He kissed tier, at arm's But when he looked up. he saw
:teeth. careful not to wet her -lid- I 
the unwinking stars, and could not
I lo, Dan." he said and grasped the suppost err steady scrutiny. He
young man's hand. -.sans tip.' coVel I of the
, dark w. crouched there, hie
1.•1:11,.trig
I "Where s Mother?" .aancy asked
Slur aiivi 1 li•1 I rip was alon Pig
111111 flushed rind tiot rliet was
whisky tentsiiiiing the glare., 411(1
she gave it to Wm -Here ' she
said, arid inaiiiipeo • Wry 111
'YOU need this yourself '
Ile Malik the ilipau gnegirig ',vet
the fiery ds;oitylit "Slit Was rib
tight net twenty inmate« ago. rie
protested ii'. lazed Nan, ,
thought diapesai llllll that rie
.mist vial 11 Milts rind 110
01 111.1 gni 1111.111
"14Y sell, 1111igt," 'the
Urged "(let Il.lo solid clothes
.11 1 W1.1,1 out ul the peer
Dan toil. ec her, took hei lip Ns
arms rho butt netim(1 them
'hi ti,iI iti IllS iii ins rigid $lid
uoyiekling. and he 44m1 wriisper
!ugly:
''Sweet, sweet. rfl so m y lot
$014 1"
'II (II /1eer11 fl..11
i•I 14. I It I bel
There mips 1,1' something WP Call
dot "
-II there war, yinlr father -" Ile
tried to lead het asvay
dessisaaits sweet Gio of
Ilis ,ii ill (III I 100 110115 lie 'Iota'
[Wiled tea gently mwarct the sous;
hot then het lathe s loor opened.
unit Deceit Glee hog abbe:tied 41•
ready dreeael save 'or his cent and
tie Ife savt• 'I can't seem to
think %emit to do
Nancy v. ('ut toward him: and Dan
said gravaly: Auke tiui eery-
ants-'11e.inas and the oth..is ' tie
left them together went bowl. the
stairs and along the oath
Nancy made het father corns'
uownstuirs Thry stood before the
hearth where-though the night was
warm enough-a stnall tire bill fled
'he came beside him and his arm
encircled der ['hey stove thus tor
a long tulle silent side by aide
She felt herself outside wall est
• harsh hsrriet between them His
arm burned across her shoulders
Suddenly he said: "1 ni go,ng
out Nancy. Alone. I can . slay
here. Ask Sian to do-whatever is
riecessai r
lie fieed himself almost roughly,
and departed This tepartine was
like flight Doctor :need''', fled
like a man pursued, oui ot the
house and along the tortuous path
throw:1i the dark woods Ile barked
his shins against boulders without
stroke that must
1 "She was lust starting to devour
; a box of candy when I came down alone,
' to swim." he exolameo, and they ' "e"
went up to Mt house together. tIon.
At once Doctor Greeding went up- But by and by, since the human
stairs. soul can by use accustom itself towere, a hundred yards short of the i And an instant aeer he called, • .•:-.. '' •• • ' ' ' ' '' . '`' ""n "••""'•,. s !, a•ass, .0 nisi or fear lift-of which Doctor Greeding kept un- I there,
der rental tor the season. At this wait:
landing, some public garages, one ! tram the door of their room up
in tones of terror aaa ,le- ed its head. He begcn to contem-
plate in the clear light of normalpoint he said: 
•! "Nancy! Nancy! quick! Come "I:" • „ a; I. taae•"Let me out here, Thomas. I'll here!"
walk down to the wharf. You can 
ie.ne therefrem.. 
In the first shock of that desper- 
For none need etc - know theput up the car, and we'll wait for tiuth-since to any sober sense,
" truth a reale not be! Ile pounced
4...10.k..144111•11111111111111.11111.016-
k2z%
Work a Moans of
Wm k %01111 .1 1 1,.1t1 to
Wheti s 1141.1t% 11111 nnly
it few lu,tiihiVI 1 Pit I 1 IMIat that WIlfk
14 it goal sulediterte for it: even
ihe Hunter'. Etrieriaei "Work
.4 se 1111.011 'if 1 17'111g, 1114t It 111 not
I ying "
carnerir Naha it was a dlegrare
to die rich. It all depeoits edi how
much 11111* ha% neglected his op
portietiltlea whether It Is I Min
grave to d.i. poor.
hlen with the retail' of their
youth With the we,rhaii tipsy hvP
Ninee
 
(1110111 Ph pita r1
Trolilde 1 tem up , huppt .0 Oben
pleanute
Which k Roc;procation
A 41,,g I Is I UMW
lip mu 11,151 1,11' ha ,i1 Itil u' P II pit,'!
hat ite;.1.. Iwo
C
I
all: 1' 1' 1 11,." h1411
One %% Ito tomtit:tuts that be
"never hall a 1 all I 1." probably
likes ill'.
Si' .ti.! 1 Pit
11 'WA 1.1.• tow,. ' 31411-
11, 1111,1 ii
111• ..1'. olittely
liaiTy I \ 104,1,11. e• 1(1(4/11 is
lite i.rf I., ,...1,111.
TO EASE
RHEUMATIC VAINS
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IDG/111
, •
10021.
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POP 12
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114.111,1.:71.1 1.1•1 1;5 Ii 'thus'
BAYER ASPIRIN
l'agabondage
'All tie vagabendeee of the
world begins in negke ted child-
hood." Vu tor Huge.
•COnERTRATEI
lelZDICATIOR
11,.furc you go to bed, rub your
chest and throat with Pcnctro;
then apply hot cloth. Relief
quiAly follows bccause Pcnctro
is stronger. .It contains I 13'4 to
227l'; more medicaticn than any
other nationally sold cold salve.
And because Pcnctro has a
base of mutton suet, it comcrycs
and concentrates body heat to
enable this strong medication
to warm the skin, help break up
congestion and bring comfort
and relaxation. In addition, the
aromatic vapors of Pcnctro arc
inhaled into nasal passages to
relieve the stuffiness and soothe
the inflamed area,
Ask your druggist now for
Penetro to give you relief at
once, bring you rest tonight, and
make you feel better tcmorrow.
Penetio is stainless and snow-
white. 25c, 35c, 50c and $1 a jar.
For free samp7e, write
Pcnctro, Dept. S-86,
Memphis, Tennessee.
• I
111.414.1,1 44.44
Trifles Make Perfection
Trifles make perfection, but per-
fect:, .S7 r '7
At Your Best!
Free From Constipation
: „ ,l'etY1 fee
heal t Ia:
.1t the first sign of eenetipation.
false t,iirely vegetable Illack -1 oraartit
for prompt relief.
Many men and women that Black"
ThatiGht hranzs frr"..,ng Tell, I Itsits cleansing action, pnison.tu, effect. of
constipation are dm., a out; Vou moon
feel better, more eftle,ent.
Black -Drin.eht costs less thin MOM
other laxative,.
BUCK-DRAUGHT
A GOOD 1.4X1TIVE
Not Half-Way
The gates of friendship swing
both ways.
RetkceFEVERfideADIES
THAT COME WITH
A COMMON COLD
WI,, need 14,/, ly
/tonne* common cold
Tate At'isll IN and be
111.11.44 1.01111..rtro. • -- rust
4`10111, 44.1% el' 17 I's,*
st.rk,ne t•n%r 5,5
at 41 n' al.'s
FREE SAMPLE Went aeatap1.•newatale•.yea.. r, J. 11. (tea, Daft
WN - n'
DIXIE better FEEDS
for Better BroilersBetter Pigs
Better Eggs
gam your Dixie Deals, Wee
D: 'ft DeLLS.Esst St.i.•610.11L
•••
....04444
111.1111011111111111Mstasses me. 
T WAS some jet), Ladies of
The Sewing Circle, to get
these three lovelies together to
pose fur the camera this week.
Tlee•'re under the strict tutelage
of Dame Fashion just now, learn-
ing the latest 14.mi:ions on hies. to be
well turned out this Spring wale
out benefit of a private mint You
can understand. then, why the
co-ed above, center, sort et juniped meaning. Style 1267 is for sizes
the gun, so to speak, and was ol- 34-48. Size 36 requires 4 yards
ready on her way when the cane of 35 ineli materiai plus Pi yards
era clicked. contrasting.
A Frock That Clicks. New Pattern Rook.
Speaking of things clicking, Send for the Barbara Bell
don't think that new princess Spring and Stalltner Pattern
Book. Make you attractive,
practical and becoming clothes,
selecting designs from the Bar-
bara Bell well-planned, easy-to-
make patterns. Interesting and
exclusive fashions for little chil-
gown she's wearing isn't doing it
in a big way. Can't you see from
where you're sating that it is
simple to sew besides being a fig-
ure-flatterer of the first order?
The buttons half way and a neat
little collar in contrast are all as dren and the difficult junior age;
lively lines need to complete the slenderizing. well-cut patterns for
perfect baiance—chic vs. simple'. the mature figure; afternoon
ity. Take a tip from this stylish dresses for the most particular
student and figure it out for your- young women and matrons and
self in cashmere or velveteen, other patterns for special occa-
The style is 1202 and it can be sions are all to be found in the
had in sizes 12-20 (30-38). Size Barbara Bell Pattern Book. Send
14 requires 4:11( eards of 39 inch 15 cents (in coins) today for your
material plus r1 o, yard contrasting. copy.
Go Print for Spring. Send your order to The Sewing
Circle Pattern Dept., Boom 102u,
The charming young lady above, 211 W Worker Dr., Chicago, Ill.
left, has c•hosen to model a very 'Patterns 15 cents (in coins) each.
dainty and rather picturesque la- I ne„,„,„„
tle frock fur she believes peel!
be interested in this style as e
fitting gesture to Springtime. Es
pecially in a modern print, fea-
turing, say, pussycats or deep-sea
flowers, would this frock be
tempting. The skirt is bias-cut
for artistic reasons, and the cir-
cles of contrast aid and abet its
gracefulness. Let yourself go
print then, come Spring. Style
1257 is designed in sizes 12-20 (30-
40 bust). Size 14 requires V's
yards of 39 inch material. Elev-
en yards of bias binding is re
mitred for trimming as pictured
Gay House or Street Frock.
Lest you begin to think every
day is Sunday for our starring
trio, the trim-looking young lady
above, right, wants you to concen-
trate now on her new gingham
gown. Not an ordinary bread-
and-butter cotton version, but a
beautifully cut, carefully planned
dress for general secs:ice. The
linked button front is enough to
give it first place on your Spring
sewing list if Sew-Your-Own de-
signers know their clients ae well
as they think. However, there's
Scraps.
of
Plumb
Sprine's in the Air
Jeweler -- Yes, se. Mr. Jones
please show this gentleman that
tray of engagement rings.--Staley
Journal.
-----
Grave Danger
Sergeant (on rifle range) —
"This bullet will penetrate two
feet of wood, so remember to keep
your heads down."
1
"Dear, Eve ordered the engal,e-
ment ring. What would you like
engraved on it?"
'All rights reserved,' would be
rather nice."
Foresight
more to recommend it: n youne
beceming cellar, a simple yoke-
and-sleeve me me constructem,
and a slender action-built skirt.
Put them all together they spell
CHIC -that little word with a vast
Endless Task
Auctioneer- Yeti keep bidding
against yourself. sir.
Customer — No, I'm not. My
wife and my brother both asked
me to bid for this chair, and I'm
curious to see which of 'em gets
it.—London Answers.
 1111■11•INISMAIMI
EMINENT DOCTORS WROTE
THIS OPIN!ON!
"...colds result from
acid condition of the
body...they prescribe
various alkalies"—es-
tempt from medical journal. The
ALKALINE FACT01(
LIMEY'S
MENTHOL COUGH CROPS ,5s..Hu: s suite) kJ?
ALKALINE RESERVE
IMINI•••11
Dodge Controterees
Controvers.es only trake y u
warm and your face red and lead
to quarrels.
ADVICE TO WOMEN
voung
tr,an rililili. ;dins
Ind nervousnets Mie to
iinct is nil irequtarities
it:ft II, expectant mottin
ni!io ha, kn.( of appetite,
soS firal 10 Pere., Pre•
t iptton a de/ended,.
Inc.. Mrs. F.. T. Kelly of
Pot ardde. AIesan-
dria, 1.x.. said: -1 ri.ed Dr. Pierce's I &tor-
ite Pre, ription 1( tore earl( of no children
was horn and 1 Planet it an current timic
to ter,. Itir alitrld•
Buy of your lie ghborhood draggiat now!
That's Greatness
Grand ideas grandly realized
constitute greatness.
MSNOW WHITE PETROLEUM .:EllY
LARGE JARS St wpolOw
OROLI NE
WEALTH AND HEALTH
Good flu:1th and successgo together.Don't
handicap yourself -get rid of a sluggish,
acid sondition with tasty Milnesia, the
original milk of magnesia io w.ifer form.
Each wafer equals 4 teaspoonfuls milk oi
magnesia. Neutralizes acid, amid give; you
pleasant elimination. 20c. & bile sizes.
tI
[—Experience. of Life—
T'rile: journey MI ough life isfilled with experiences from
the time we are botll te the d'ay
we Without them life would
be dull end uninteresting The
more expertenert are crowded in
to our lives the fuller and more
interesting they become
Wham we are in the midst of
events that have elements of (han-
ger or when they are of in 
A Chi1,1 i'ort!,-,i it sr t.:otrie
of Iter rept-terriers end It heves
Mother te Free e'rom sue h things.
tous proportions with matters at
stake that may be disastrous,
should things turn out differently
from our wishes, the mind is toe
excited or too much engroe
with results to grasp anything ;
the immediate moment.
Reviewing Experiences.
However, on looking bat!: over
the past, we discover what teral-
ing times we went throw It. and •
how the experiences stand out as
dramatic and of significant inter-
est. Often we find luiecrous tea
Lures entered into the experience
but we had no eyes to see them
at the time. We can laugh ovei
them and actually enjoy the re-
membrances of what were breath-
taking events ween they hap-
pened.
'1'11E 1'T 1 TO'N N'1 tt F1 1 1 '1 ON 101 '• 111 t 1
Their Significant hileterel end
Some W (tee 14) 11c4•1 i hew
velopment would be retaided.
There is no lige lima (ii the series f do
3,SI5'I'I4'I1cre
Learning by Experience.
The benefits of our life expert-
ences conic through our way of
taking them, 4111(1 on our whalotit
(if deciiiiins ellen them* require
our ciiteetteration If Ne think of
ourselvee only we become nelfixli,
hard, amid difficult. It we decide • . . .
• i• •
• ..
with a lot-get of results, MO • • ', •
of the best good to other:. am eel' . •i
as to darnel% 1d1, We become line
4,nti ;strong (lead...tern Ity the ce-
ereise 'if good judgment and :
making the best of things ee
team to develop well by exp..'
('lit (tit
' YervItiv
[Well-Dressed at Little Cost
No Age Limit.
Since life is so full of exper
ences some of which turn out fe
licitously, and others not so sat-
isfactorily, there must be a good
reason for our having to go
thret.eh the eveets. I remember
when I was a little girl and there
was something which, to me.
seemed very important to decide
rightly. how I envied grown-ups.
They always knew just what to
do! The fallacy of this assump-
tion v.-e all know, but we do not
all appreciate how dull life would
be if it were true, and how de-
Foreign Words •
and Phrases
lil t, pd ti at1,.1 Fill Matte
SUI generis. (I..) Forming a
kind by ititelf; unique.
A propion de bet tee. (.1.• Apra-
pen of nothing, by the way, to
change the subject.
Male fide. (Le In bad faith.
Pis oiler. (F.) Last shift, end
of resources; a last ergots:Tr.
Sesqumedalla verba. 11.) %tends
a foot and a half long
Medium vitae. (L.) Weariness
of life.
Voila! (F.) There' There it is!
See there!
Quickly Relieved
I e i.ie c' ilecomfort of cold-..
for St Joseph Aspirin—world's larg-
est seller at 10c, (12 tablets). 36
tablets, 21c; 100 tablets, 10c. Ask
for it by name •St herr!, As inn.
GENUINE PURE ASPIRIN
Cultivate Thought
Cue :0 thought. fir you have
ei• with many times.
BLACKMAN
STOCK am/POULTRY MEDICINES
Are Reliable
MINg•magmaione
▪ Blackman's Medicated tick-
-Brik
Pr- Gluckman's Stock Powder
• fliocernares Cow Tonic
ger 81ackman's Hog Po-.der
or Blackman s Poultry Tut:ets
8Iackman's Poultry Powder
Highest Quality—Loivest Price
Satisfaction Guaranteed or
your money back
BUY FROM YOUR DEALER
BLACKMAN STOCK MEDICINE CO.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
ri0111 S
1
g made her a stay-at-home
DATES EVERY NIGHT NOW. DENTON'S FACIAL
MAGNESIA CLEARED HER COMPLEXION,
MACE IT FRESH AND LOVELY
An oily, greasy slum never friends are complimenting
won any girl a bey friend. Men you on your complexion.
love a fresh, youthful com-
plexion. Denton's Facial Mag-
nesia cleans out the oilypores,
smooths the rough surface by
making them unnoticeable,
firms the skin texture and
livens up the complexion.
Even the first few treatments
with Denton's make a remark-
able difference. Almost before
you can realize it your face
has gained new youth and
beauty. First thing you know,
SPECIAL OFFER
—good f zr few weeks only
Here is e• special chance to try out
Denton's for yoursoil. It is the most
liberal offer we have ever made. We
will rend you a full 6 or. bo:tle of
Denton's Facial Magnesia (retail
price 60c), plus a regultr size box
of f amous Milnesia Wafers (the
origin31 Pelk of Magnesia tablets)
• . both for only 60c1 Don't miss
taking advantage of this extraordi-
nary oiler. Send 60c in cash 03
tamps today.
iDENTO
FACIAL MAGNESIA
Select Products, Inc., 4402 23rd St., long Island City, N. T.
Enclosed find 60c (cash or stamps) Int which send
me your special introductory combination.
I Name
I
Street Address 
City  Stele 
Sig MR am so all ION In OM inn EN
waimemaimmiatis
-.4••••••111111=•••••11.10001111010••
[1114MS1hh4)hl 4.Ituesi ions
Tia kit 14/Itk SIVW, squeeze
in hot, soapy Nviityr, then In cold
water, mut then in tiiilk to stiffee
it. Preen on the eiimag side with
a fairly het trim
• • •
One gallon of (eliTee will serve
25 medium sized impa. The size
that would acteimpany a deseeit
after t1 tlattlet.
• • •
%Allen eterall Will Ma whip, edit
the white of one egg and thorough-
ly chill before whipping
• • •
Hot sereilish eau( Thig
(einem levee the tang to hot reast
beef Mix tegether tee tables
epootatilm of wallet hill ttettell'ill,
illle 1.11114•MptudIfill of brown sugar,
• good pinch of ii bee:peon
fill of made nee-laid wet leo
tablespeetifille vaa.v.,,,
add a quail,. pint of (leen), iii
the yolk of .iii egg and a little
milk.
• • •
Checidate stem,' 111,1y be re•
reeved lie washme in cold wetter
iii- by eliaking in boiling water to
%filch iii ax little glycerin
has been added
• • •
Wlien blanhets are to be washed
for the Iir,t time they should be
sooked over night in mild water
and then rinsed. This is to re-
move the sulphur used in Heade
nig. After thie they )11iiiim
einiseil until (leer in a lukewarm
lather made with boiled mem and
water, end then tinged well in
clear water.
• • •
Dishes that have contained sug-
nt or greasy articles should be
soaked in hot water before
washing.
• • •
Don't treat your stockings care-
lessly. Put them on carefully, and
be sure that feet and log seams
are straight. The slightest twist
will alter the position of reinforced
A Touch of Spring
Upon Your Linens
Could you ask fer a daintier.
more Springlike wreath? Here'..
a bit of embroidery that's unfail
ingly lovely, and always easy te
do! Pattern 5570, which uell give
an old or new bedseread a quick
beauty treatment. You can ,utto
gayly colored floss both for Olet
-
- 
Pattern 5570
lilac clusters and their dainty
bow, and just the easiest of
Istitches—tilanket, single, outline,
lazy daisy and French knots.
In Pattern 5570 you will find a
transfer pattern of one large
spray 15 by 20'2 inches; one bow-
knot 4' by 1234 inches; two
sprays 3 by 512 inches and two
sprays 314 by 3'4 itiches; color
suggestions; illustration!. of all
stitches used; material require-
ments.
To obtain this pattern send 15
cents in stamps or coins (coins pil ' !)4113:111;:,5 re,";,erresdirl'el.11 .
preferred) to The Sewing Circle
Household Arts Dept., 259 W.
Fourteenth St., New York, N. Y.
Write plainly your name, ad-
dress and pattern number.
 
00./.•••••••••/..
i./ 1111.'10'0
14) 1114' 110.1.154,11 I ff,
'I'll' lug,. N% 1,thi.'.
ill1(1 bidets.
• • •
A lIti1/111. ilkiilit‘ponim
 
mlf iI
litstWit Will Iiiiiki• beams le own
• • •
lfsing Beef leat Pour tiff the
fat from the pita iii Willett OW
140,1141 if beef rooked, i'Ut
it III 41 laiW I Mid ll't 4.1)411 mumutil it
mtigl ts ill 11.11111'11 Till`fl im,'uit well
Wall is fi/I k Mter%%111'11S It may
1111,1 Ili place mmml
• . •
11.itlititi 11, 4'i:tied with
a ((aim, limit iimut huh min A hot
iron will melt remit. sy•tatiet 1111I-
lel i.11:4
ci Ass.. Ixted 011.4)69. WWI Mende*,
TAKC NO CHANCES
USE ONLY GENUINE
&CEDAR POLISH.
RESTORES LUSTRE
QUICKLY AND EASILY
IT'S BEEN PROTECTIN4
FURNITURE AND
FLOORS FOR 28
DON'T ACCEPT
SUBSTITUTES/
POLISH • MOPS • 'WAX
Weakness of Lying
The leir may gain some sue-
cese, het he can never enjoy
sense mit silfety. The liar is the
human who lacks moral responsi-
bility, mental capability and phy-
sical dependability.- -V. A.
Miss
REE LEEF
says:
CAP U DI N E
HLACiU
quicker because
Aitedy wired
I
He's Always So
One thing which the pessimist
has- on the optimist is that Lie
isn't nearly so apt to be disap-
. pointed.
DEAF or HARD OF HEARINC?
I
•••
oUSTO.ON . Joi
I r !Ire
10,11•1111••4en rw. Ac ou•• 1.N. NW, thAVO-•
Noe Tort. Clly 1
clakis I II E D
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FLOWERS
PHOTOGRAPHY
"Xi." EIGHT ENI.AFtlii.111.STS VON. Ur'•
or 16 prints Seorl 1E01 co...rt., le
"XL" SERVICE. 09. LUVERNE. MINN.
PLEASE ACCEPT
THIS 41/41ziwt.
4-PIECE SILVER SET
for only
25c complete with
your purchase
of one can of
B. T. BalAites
Nationally Known
Brand of Lye
This lively pure silver-plated Set knife.
fork, soup spoon and teaspoon in aristo-
cratic Empire design is offered solely to
get you to try the pure brands of lye
with 100 uses, shown sleight. I've lye for
cleaning clogged amilcozen train pipes,
for making finer ow. for sweeteninv,
swill, ete live no other Lyn one.,
you've tried one of these limed,.
HOIO to Get Your Siker Set
To get your 4-piece :zi!ver S.t, merely
mend the band from any can of Ly•ahown
at right, with 2:x. (to cover handling.
mailing, etc I with your name and IMMO
to B. T. Babbitt, Inc., Dept. WN, BBB
Fourth Ave. Now York City, N. Y, Your
Set will reach you promptly, posts,*
pail. Yot1.11 thank us for the Set and for
introducing these brand/ of I.ye to you.
OFFER
GOOD
WITH
EITHER
BRAND N• D•vil
iED SEA,
•
Lv g
Rod $eel
TEAR GUT THIS Alee',e1“-.FMENT AS.A REMINDER
.•"4•0110
